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Boost leaf health to keep
production flying along
Luna® Privilege offers unparalleled in-field control
of problematic fungal diseases that can otherwise
reduce the vigour of your bananas. Vigorous plant
growth is the key to growing better bunches with
more vitality.

BCH0648

Find out more from lunaprivilege.com.au or your
local agent.

bayercropscience.com.au
Bayer CropScience Pty Ltd ABN 87 000 226 022 391–393 Tooronga Road, Hawthorn East, Vic 3123
Luna® is a registered trademark of the Bayer Group. Registration of Luna Privilege in bananas is
expected in August, 2015. Always use Luna Privilege according to the most recent approved label.
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Disclaimer

Horticulture Innovation Australia
(Hort Innovation) and ABGC
make no representations and
expressly disclaim all warranties
(to the extent permitted by
law) about the accuracy,
completeness, or currency of information
in this magazine. Users of this material
should take independent action to
confirm any information in this magazine
before relying on it in any way.
Reliance on any information provided
by Hort Innovation and ABGC is entirely
at your own risk. Hort Innovation and
ABGC are not responsible for, and will
not be liable for, any loss, damage,
claim, expense, cost (including legal
costs) or other liability arising in any way
(including from Hort Innovation’s and
ABGC’s or any other person’s negligence
or otherwise) from your use or non-use
of the magazine, or from reliance on
information contained in the magazine or
that Hort Innovation and ABGC provide
to you by any other means.
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Earning points on our social licence

$5.9million start to TR4 projects

One of the encouraging messages
generated by the
TR4 response is
that the general
community has a
great interest in our
banana industry.
We all know that bananas are
Australia’s number one fruit but that
status goes beyond market share of the
fresh and snack food sectors.
Bananas are on the daily menu in
millions of households and people have
a real appreciation of our fruit and an
interest in how it’s produced.
That high level of interest was clear to
me when I spoke at a Rural Press Club
lunch in Brisbane in July. There were
120 present, mainly leaders of Brisbane’s
business community, to hear about how
our industry is responding to TR4.
Bananas makes a $1billion-plus annual
contribution to the national economy, so
business leaders view our industry from
professional perspectives such as finance,
legal, government policy and research.
But we shouldn’t underestimate our
importance from a broader community
perspective and the contribution we
make to Australia by producing a healthy
and nutritious food.

At the ABGC, we
work to a business
plan, but we know
it needs to be
flexible.
That flexibility has
certainly been beneficial
in 2015.
At the start of the year, our
activities for the 12 months ahead related
to each of our four objectives – membership; R&D and marketing; strategy and
advocacy; and governance.
On March 4, the first outbreak of
Panama Tropical Race 4 (TR4) in a
major Australian banana growing region
was announced.
We had been working on TR4 issues
prior to this time as part of our R&D
and strategy and advocacy work. Since
March 4, this work has become our
highest priority and includes:
 input and advocacy on Queensland’s
plant protection regulations
 advocacy on a range of assistance
measures from Government (more on
that below)
 input to the development of new R&D
projects led by Queensland DAF
 the successful development of a
new project to coordinate R&D on
TR4 (ABGC is employing an R&D
Manager for this project)
 some seriously good communications
of information to growers on TR4 as
it happened (via email, the web and
news media), as well as in industry
magazines and newsletters
 development and implementation of
the TR4 biosecurity extension project
to promote on-farm biosecurity best
practice.

Beyond our economic contribution,
people are genuinely interested in what
is happening with the banana industry.
When it comes to TR4, they’re concerned about growers and, because they
love our fruit, they’re also glad to know
supply won’t be interrupted.
This brings me to the point that, even
though we produce an iconic fruit that
consumers love, our responsibility as
growers doesn’t end there.
The community also wants us to
produce our fruit in an environmentally
sustainable way.
The Great Barrier Reef is one of
Australia’s most valuable natural assets.
The community is rightly concerned
about the impacts that a range of land
uses, including banana farms, have on
the quality of water that ends up in the
Great Barrier Reef.

Social licence
All industries need a “social licence to
operate”. It’s not a piece of paper but a
general level of community permission.
A good way to think about how this
licence works is to consider the community debate about industries such as Coal
Seam Gas extraction, mining projects or
some property development proposals. In
primary industries it may be issues about

crop care or animal welfare in industries
such as egg, poultry, pork and beef
production.
So for bananas, we need to be more
than just an industry that produces
healthy fruit that people love. And we
need to understand that the potential
impacts on our future operations go
further than disease threats.
While the pressures on us to farm
bananas while meeting consumer, environmental and financial considerations
can seem considerable there are ways
to do it – and many, many growers are
already succeeding at a very high level.
In 2013, the banana industry voluntarily introduced a Bananas Best
Management Practices Environmental
Guideline (BMP) so we could ensure
growers have a pathway for improving
their farming practices. We now have 54
per cent of our North Queensland production area using the BMP. While that
is meeting the target set in our industry’s
Strategic Investment Plan, all growers are
asked to consider and use the BMP.
While that is meeting targets set in our
industry’s Strategic Investment Plan, we
will need to do better.
Since the TR4 outbreak in North
Queensland, I’ve been asked a number
of times “in five or ten years will there
be a banana industry in
Australia?” The answer
is “absolutely”. And that
will be because we’re a
mature industry capable
of responding to not only
TR4 but all of our challenges and responsibilities.
Doug Phillips
ABGC Chairman

Proudly Growing, Packing & Marketing
Australian Bananas
For further information contact:
Ben Franklin 0417 610 571 Michael Engeman 0417 603 692
Gary Fattore 0417 644 033

www.costagroup.com.au
Australian Bananas magazine |
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Bananas are on
the daily menu
in millions of
households and
people have a
real appreciation
of our fruit
and an interest
in how it’s
produced.

Assistance gained
On April 16, the ABGC made a submission to both governments regarding
the Biosecurity Response and asking for
special R&D funds for TR4.
As a result of Government support
for special R&D funds, we now have
two TR4 projects contracted to DAF,
worth $5.9 million - an HIA and Qld
Government funded project of $1.4
million and a joint Queensland and
Commonwealth Government project of
$4.5 million.

TR4 Assistance Requested
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Result

Assistance to those farms shut down with no
path to trade (to be paid one third each by the
Qld Government, Commonwealth & ABGC)

Both Governments delivered. ABGC’s portion
was paid by the Voluntary Levy

Destruction and fencing of infected blocks
(requested of the Queensland Government,
specifically Biosecurity Queensland)

ABGC paid for the destruction of the first
infected block (1-IP*) and BQ later fenced that
block. Subsequent destruction and fencing of
incursions in new blocks or IPs is at the relevant
owner’s cost

TR4 management and regulatory measures/
compliance (Qld Government)

The Qld Government has funded the
Emergency Phase and announced it will fund
the first year of the Response Phase starting in
early September 2015

Training and extension project scheme (Qld
Government)

The Qld Government quickly agreed to this
request and provided cash to ABGC to develop
and run a Biosecurity Extension project. This
was then matched by the Commonwealth

A clean planting scheme (Qld Government)

Agreement that this be developed as part of a
new joint Government-funded TR4 R&D project

A meeting with bank managers hosted by BQ
and ABGC (Qld Government)

Agreed and held in Brisbane on 3 June. ABGC
has now asked for a similar NQ meeting with
bank managers

Grant funds for growers to invest in capital
works (Commonwealth)

Not supported. ABGC has now asked again for
farm grants for mitigation measures

Accelerated depreciation of machinery and
capital works (Commonwealth)

Commonwealth did not agree, but provided
limited accelerated depreciation to all farmers

*Under the property identification system used by Biosecurity Queensland, 1-IP is the first identified
Infested Property.

Under the Biosecurity Response our
submission asked for a range of assistance. The results to date are in the table
above.

Membership
As mentioned, one of our objectives is
membership. The TR4 outbreak shows
how important it is for those banana
growers who have not yet signed up to be
ABGC members, nor paid their 3-centsper-carton membership fee, to do so. We
would be even stronger if every banana
grower became a member and provided
their views.
ABGC, of course, is not just an
advocacy association. We also run seven
commercial projects for the benefit of
the industry. Three are new projects:
TR4 Coordination, TR4 Biosecurity
Extension and Tools and Extension
for BMP. The continuing ones are on
yellow Sigatoka, Reef Water Quality,
Strategic Industry Development and
Communications.
We are no longer the project leader
of the Bunchy Top project. Following
a tender process, the project’s new

phase, Phase 3, is being led by Peasley
Horticultural Services. Our thanks to
Sam Stringer and Barry Sullivan (who
were ABGC employees) as well as David
Peasley and the five other contractors
who implemented Phase 2 of the project.
Other changes include the departure
from our Brisbane office of two key staff;
both had provided excellent service to
ABGC and the banana industry for three
years. R&D Manager Dr Jay Anderson
returned to her passion of laboratory
work and is with the University of
Queensland. Office Manager Alix Perry
left to pursue her passion for the arts and
a job at the Museum of Brisbane.
Replacement staff members have been,
or are, in the process of being recruited
and we are also, once again, in the
process of developing our next annual
business plan. Members can be assured
that TR4 will remain a top priority
and ABGC recognizes the importance
of ensuring growers’ interests are fully
represented.
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INDUSTRY NEWS

New phase for freckle eradication
The largest emergency plant pest
response underway in Australia, the
$26 million National Banana Freckle
Eradication Program, is now in its
second phase following the removal
of banana plants from Northern
Territory eradication zones.
Children at Darwin’s The Essington School
which hosted a Banana Freckle “thank
you” event.

Australian Banana Growers’ Council
(ABGC) Chief Executive Officer Jim
Pekin visited Darwin in September
to thank the Northern Territory
Government and community for their
efforts to rid Australia of the pest.
Mr Pekin met with NT Primary
Industry and Fisheries Minister Willem
Westra van Holthe and Program
Coordinator Kevin Cooper to discuss

progress with the eradication program’s
second phase.
“Banana Freckle is one of the world’s
most destructive banana plant diseases
and the work to eradicate it from the
NT, and therefore from Australia, is only
possible thanks to the support of the
Territory Government and Territorians,”
Mr Pekin said.
“Australia’s commercial banana growers
acknowledge the extent of these efforts.
In particular, banana growers would like
to thank the thousands of community
members whose banana plants have
been removed from backyards, rural
properties, hobby farms and school
and community gardens as part of the
eradication.”
Banana plants have been removed from
six “red zones” with regrowth now being
checked.
The zones are to remain free of banana
plants throughout the wet season and
planting of tissue culture banana plants
is scheduled to begin in May next year.
Surveillance will continue for a further
year and if no Banana Freckle is found,
area proof of freedom can be gained in
mid-2017.
The ABGC is a signatory to the
national Emergency Plant Pest Response
Deed which was activated when a

Scholar has hopes for organic growth
Mena Creek organic banana grower
Matt Abbott will look at opportunities for niche banana exports as
part of a scholarship awarded in
September.
Matt is the banana industry’s 2016
Nuffield Scholar and will study marketing and category diversification, including the possibilities for branding and
export markets for organic bananas.
He will also study sustainable farming
practices and the management of banana
plant disease such as Panama Tropical
Race 4. Matt’s family has been farming
bananas for 30 years and their belief in
the future of organic farming is underpinning plans to expand their banana
production by about 20 per cent each
year.
“Organic banana production makes

Australian Bananas magazine |

up about one to two per cent of the total
Australian banana market, but there is
opportunity for a lot more growth,” Matt
said.
“I would like to see how the big
businesses overseas, both conventional
and organic, operate from paddock to
plate and bring this knowledge back to
the Australian industry.
“I would like us to be exporting
organic bananas by 2020, with
strong demand driving our increased
production.”
Matt will travel to Japan, South
America and Europe as part of his
research.
Along with his father Robert and
brother Ben, Matt has been in organic
banana production for the past 10
years. Prior to that, the family used
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conventional banana farming methods
for 20 years.
Matt’s scholarship follows the awarding of a 2013 Nuffield Scholarship to
Lakeland Downs banana grower Paul
Inderbitzin who studied biosecurity and
fruit quality. Paul travelled to Malaysia,
Taiwan and China, the UK, Martinique
in the Caribbean, Costa Rica and
Columbia.
The Nuffield Scholarship is awarded
to a range of farmers with the banana
scholarship supported by Horticulture
Innovation Australia using the banana
industry levy and matched funds from
the Australian Government.
Opposite: World stage – Matt Abbott,
pictured with celebrity chef Miguel Maestre
at the Australian Banana Industry Congress,
will travel to research banana marketing and
disease issues.

national committee determined in
October 2014 that a freckle eradication
response should begin.
As part of the deed arrangements, every
commercial grower producing bananas
across Australia’s banana growing regions
is paying a compulsory production levy
of 0.75 cents per kilogram of bananas
marketed, or 9.75 cents per 13kg carton.
“Growers will continue to make this
levy contribution over the next five
years or so until the banana industry’s
contribution to the financial cost of the
eradication is met. That’s so far estimated
at about $13 million or half of the total
$26 million cost,” Mr Pekin said.
“It’s a substantial financial investment
for commercial growers which reinforces
the fact that biosecurity is a top priority
for the banana industry.”
Banana Freckle (Phyllosticta cavendishii) covers banana plants and fruit
skins with sandpaper-like blemishes,
affecting plant growth and making
affected fruit unmarketable. It spreads
via spores that can also be carried on
infected banana suckers and fruit.
Freckle was detected on backyard
Cavendish banana plants south of
Darwin in July 2013, the first time it had
been found in the Northern Territory on
Australia’s major banana variety.
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Biosecurity changes on way
Changes to biosecurity
arrangements impacting on
the banana industry will be
made by mid-2016 as part of
the State Government’s new
Biosecurity Act.
The changes are part of the government’s introduction of a “General
Biosecurity Obligation” (GBO)
which places an obligation on all
members of the community, including growers, to meet biosecurity
standards.
Included is the use of a biosecurity
guideline, rather than a regulation, to
manage the allowable level of yellow
Sigatoka.
Biosecurity Queensland (BQ) will
soon start drafting the guideline document, called the Banana Biosecurity
Guideline. There will be no change to
the maximum allowable level of yellow
Sigatoka on banana plant leaves, which
will continue to be five per cent on any
one leaf in the major North Queensland
banana growing region.
The new Biosecurity Act’s regulation
and guideline have been the subject of
extensive discussions over the past year
between BQ and the Australian Banana
Growers’ Council (ABGC). They must
be operational by July 1, when the new
Act comes into force.
Key issues are the:
 number and location of the pest
quarantine areas
 restrictions on the number of varieties
of banana plants that can be grown
residentially
 management of yellow Sigatoka.
 As a result of the negotiations the
number of Pest Quarantine Areas
along the coast will reduce from six to
three. The main points are:
 the areas will be called “Biosecurity
Zones”. A Northern Banana
Biosecurity Zone, will surround the
main Queensland production area and
extend from Rollingstone in the south
to just north of Hope Vale. There will
also be Far Northern and Southern
biosecurity zones.
 current restrictions on the varieties of
bananas that can be grown residentially

will remain for the Northern Banana
Biosecurity Zone and the Far Northern
zone but be lifted for the Southern
zone. Restrictions on the number of
plants that can be grown residentially
will be lifted in all three zones
 the current five per cent threshold
on yellow Sigatoka will remain but
be stipulated in the new Banana
Biosecurity Guideline, not in the new
Regulation.
ABGC Chief Executive Officer Jim
Pekin said issues concerning yellow
Sigatoka (leaf spot) management had
been the most significant area of negotiation between BQ and the ABGC.
“It is expected that, in day-to-day
terms, growers will not experience any
change to the current processes that are
in place for checks on leaf spot,” Mr
Pekin said.
“Yellow Sigatoka Industry Liaison
Officer Louis Lardi will continue to visit
every banana farm in North Queensland
twice a year to provide advice to growers
about the level of leaf spot on their
plants.
“In those very few instances where
growers repeatedly ignore this advice,
the matter will be referred to Biosecurity
Queensland for their action because the
grower will be in breach of their General
Biosecurity Obligation.
“Severe penalties can apply with fines
of up to $50,000.”
Above: Yellow Sigatoka Liaison Officer
Louis Lardi assists growers with managing
leaf disease levels.
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16,000 banana plants were destroyed on the initial two blocks
where Panama TR4 was detected on a Tully Valley farm.

Holding
our ground
The plan to keep
TR4 contained

Australia’s banana industry is now
transitioning to a longer-term TR4 response.
The move comes some six months after the
announcement that the banana plant disease
was confirmed in Australia’s major banana
production region.
TR4 has now been confirmed on parts of the
Tully Valley farm where the farm’s owner first
reported suspect plants in February.
The focus is now on containing the disease,
which cannot be eradicated, with initiatives
including continuing surveillance, sampling
and on-farm biosecurity initiatives.
TR4 reports begin on Page 10
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TR4 RESPONSE 11

New phase for TR4 effort
Six months after the March confirmation that TR4 is present
in Australia’s major banana-growing region, efforts to
combat the banana plant disease are moving from the
emergency phase into a longer-term managed response.
As part of the transition, occurring in
September, response manager Biosecurity
Queensland (BQ) will move most
of its TR4 response work to North
Queensland from its Brisbane State
Coordination Centre.
The response will be managed at the
Panama Response Centre at Moresby.
In a statement, BQ said: “The objectives of this ongoing program of work
will include the control and containment

of the disease and the minimisation of
its long-term impacts on the Australian
banana industry, the regional economy
and local communities.”
BQ has identified four objectives
and associated activities which can be
summarised as:
 further surveillance and tracing to
establish the distribution of TR4
 quarantine and movement control to
contain the pathogen to infested sites

Sapuppo appointed program leader
Rebecca Sapuppo has been
appointed as the Program Leader
for the Panama TR4 response as it
transitions to its new phase.
Ms Sapuppo, previously a Biosecurity
Queensland Incident Response
Coordinator at South Johnstone, took up
the role in September.
The Department’s Russell Gilmour has
concluded his role as TR4 Local Control
Centre (LCC) Controller following the
end of the response’s first phase.
Rebecca Sapuppo in a previous role
conducting plant-disease surveillance.

Plants destroyed after second outbreak
Further banana plant destruction
has been carried out after confirmation of a second outbreak of
Panama Tropical Race 4 (TR4) on a
Tully Valley farm.
Biosecurity Queensland said plant
destruction began on August 28, ten days
after TR4 was confirmed on a second
section of the farm.
About 1200 plants were destroyed on
an infested block located about one kilometre, in a straight line measurement,
from the first-detected site.
The second round of plant destruction
follows the destruction of 16,000 plants
across two blocks of 10 hectares at the
first site, where TR4 was first confirmed
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in March, the first find of the disease in a
major Australian banana growing region.
Fencing of the original site and
perimeter farm fencing has already been
carried out.
In September, BQ said more fencing
would be erected in the second infested
area with a feral-pig proof enclosure
where the infested banana plant was
found and another barrier around the
entire area of plant destruction.
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 on-farm biosecurity programs
 support for owners of infested
properties.
BQ said there would be 79 staff in
response team during the Managed
Response phase - 38 directly employed
and 41 contractors.
In September, BQ said its surveillance
staff had completed 779 property visits,
completed 233 property surveys and
taken a total of 1345 diagnostic samples.
Of the samples taken, as at mid-September only 13 were confirmed as
positive for TR4 and all were from the
same quarantined Tully Valley farm..

Thanks to growers
as levy ends

The voluntary banana production
levy introduced to help the two
banana-growing families affected
by Panama Tropical Race 4 (TR4)
quarantine actions has ceased after
reaching its financial target.
Australian Banana Growers’ Council
(ABGC) Chairman Doug Phillips has
thanked growers who contributed to the
one-cent-per-kilogram production levy.
The levy ran from April 27 to
September 25.
Funds raised assisted operators of
banana farms in the Tully Valley and
Mareeba temporarily unable to trade
earlier this year after they were deemed to
be TR4-infested or suspect properties.
“On behalf of the ABGC Board I’d like
to thank all the banana growers across
Australia who provided funds via the
voluntary levy and supported two of their
fellow banana-growing families during
an extremely difficult time for those
families,” Mr Phillips said.
The levy was introduced to fund the
ABGC’s proposal for reimbursement
payments jointly funded by growers
and the Australian and Queensland
Governments. The payments to the two
banana-grower families were announced
in July.
A section of perimeter fencing enclosing
destroyed blocks at the quarantined Tully
Valley farm

Flood of concern over TR4
Two global experts on Panama Tropical Race 4 (TR4) have
advised on control measures for North Queensland and
warned the upcoming wet season is a danger period.
Professor Altus Viljoen, Chairman
of Plant Pathology at South Africa’s
Stellenbosch University in South
Africa, and Taiwan Banana Research
Institute Director and Senior
Researcher Dr Chih-Ping Chao visited the TR4-quarantined property
and other banana farms in the Tully
area in June.
They also addressed the Australian
Banana Industry Congress, provided
advice to Biosecurity Queensland (BQ),
met with Queensland Agriculture
Minister Bill Byrne and visited the
Queensland Department of Agriculture’s
EcoSciences Precinct in Brisbane to
speak with banana scientists and see TR4
diagnostic work.
Professor Viljoen, who has worked
globally on TR4, said the upcoming
North Queensland wet season would be
a time of concern for the response and
monitoring should continue.
“What is worrying me about North
Queensland is the flooding that might
take place from time to time there,”
Professor Viljoen said. “Water is a major
carrier of this fungus.”

There was good potential to contain
TR4 in North Queensland.
“I know you can actually stop it where
it is right now. It is important to monitor
this outbreak for at least a year and a half
and also monitor other farms in the area
but it can be done,” Professor Viljoen
said.
Dr Chao said Australia had an excellent biosecurity record.
“I think if you can be consistent on
doing this sort of quarantine and emphasise more of this sort of awareness, I do
believe the impact of this disease will be
much, much slower compared with the
situation in other countries,” he said.

Racing away in Africa
The swift spread of Panama Tropical
Race 4 through a farm in Mozambique
in Africa was a warning on how fast the
disease could spread when unchecked.
Professor Altus Viljoen, said infection
rates climbed to between 10,000 and
15,000 plants a week on the farm where
there was inadequate containment.
In two years, infestations on one
314-hectare section increased from 5,597

plants to 281,316 - 49.8 per cent of all
plants.
“This is when you neglect to treat or
contain something. This is why I want
to tell you in Australia, I don’t want to
scare you but take this serious,” Professor
Viljoen said at the Congress.
“When you detect early you can do
something about that but once it gets
out of hand, you can manage it - but you
don’t want to manage it in Africa and
you don’t want to manage it in North
Queensland at this stage.”
Contributors to TR4 spread included
not adequately isolating infested plants,
mud draining out of paddocks, infested
run-off being used for irrigation, vehicles dropping clods of soil throughout
plantations, inadequate wash downs and
fencing and unrestricted farm access.

Good groundwork
Research into using soil health
to suppress TR4 could help North
Queensland’s efforts, the Taiwan Banana
Research Institute’s (TBRI’s) Dr ChihPing Chao said.
Speaking at the Congress, Dr Chao
said important research included
work by the Queensland Department
of Agriculture’s Dr Tony Pattison.
Suppression methods included using
beneficial organisms, ground covers and
organic matter and managing soil pH
and calcium levels.
“I believe with this sort of R&D, the
impact of this devastating disease in your
country could be mitigated,” Dr Chao
said.
Dr Chao said plant breeding to find
TR4 resistant varieties was crucial for
the future of banana growing in Taiwan
where TR4 was widespread and there was
no additional land for farming.
“Unfortunately, we don’t have land
such as yours, to spread out. It forced us
to think about management,” he said.
Some TBRI plants bred for TR4
resistance have already been trialed by
Australian growers.
Dr Chih-Ping Chao, the Banana Plant
Protection Program’s Professor André
Drenth Professor Altus Viljoen at the
EcoSciences plant biosecurity lab in
Brisbane.
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Small changes make a hulking difference
Workshops are showing North Queensland banana growers
how to defend their properties against Panama disease.
ABGC Communications Manager Rhyll Cronin reports.
If you know the comic book story
of The Incredible Hulk, you already
know a bit about why Panama TR4
can be so bad.
The story of the Hulk’s transformation from brilliant scientist to, as
Marvel Comics says, “an incredible
engine of destruction” features in the
banana industry’s current series of TR4
workshops.
It’s one way the workshop team helps
growers appreciate the seriousness of the
plant disease – and how important it is
to do everything possible to keep it off
their farms.
As team member Stewart Lindsay says
during one workshop, it’s the Hulkish
and near-indestructible chlamydospores
produced by the fungus Fusarium
oxysporum that makes Panama disease so
fearsome.
“For whatever important commercial
crops you can think of there’s a Fusarium
that attacks it,” Stewart says. “But they’re
all separate and different – and what
makes them a major disease issue is
chlamydospores.”

In the case of banana plants, when first
attacked they’re infected by potentially
millions of the less damaging conidia
spores. It’s the plant’s own actions to
defend itself that ends up shutting down
its vascular system leading to plant death
and the triggering of chlamydospores.
The same thing happens when an
infected banana plant is cut down without using proper destruction methods.
“These things are incredibly robust,”
Stewart says of the spores responsible
for strains of Panama disease, including
TR4. “They’re just about impossible to
kill.”
The fungal spores’ survival skills
include outlasting “very high temperatures for long periods, 30 years in the
soil in the absence of any plants, these
things can take up to three months in the
bottom of a dam to drown”.
The function of the TR4 workshops,
which are funded by $600,000 of
Australian and Queensland Government
funds, is to help banana growers understand the disease and to provide practical

For more information contact: Alf Canino Tully Manager
P 07 4068 3783 F 07 4068 3786
M 0429 721 700 E alf@jattransport.com.au

Depots: Tully, Cairns, Mareeba,
Townsville, Mackay, Brisbane & Sydney
Delivering to all Southern Destinations.
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information on stopping it reaching their
farms.
The workshops are held by TR4
Extension Project, led by Shane
Dullahide, and have so far reached
growers whose farms represent more than
70 per cent of the North Queensland
production area.
The workshops are now reaching out
to other growers to make sure as many
as possible attend, the message being
that efforts to contain TR4 are substantially strengthened when more growers
participate.
“For all of us caught up in this, it’s
such an overwhelming issue you kind
of end up like a deer in the headlights,”
Stewart tells growers.
“The only way to deal with what seems
like an overwhelming issue is to deal with
it one step at a time.”
The steps used at the workshops
include include growers being provided
with maps of their farms and worksheets
to help them identify possible entry
points for the fungus and ways to block
it.
“At the end of it you’ll have a better
understanding of how the disease works
and spreads, the disease pathways onto
your farms, you will have begun thinking
about a plan or have one drawn up and
have a prioritisation of which things
you’ll tackle first,” Stewart says.
Shane Dullahide speaks at workshops
about issues including identifying
and reporting suspect plants. At this
workshop he advises what will happen if
reporting doesn’t happen.
“The only way we’re going to contain
this disease is if we catch it early,” Shane
says.
“We’ve had plenty of people tell us at
workshops that there’s a real issue with
reporting a plant.
“If you ignore it, those chlamydospores
are going to get in the soil, they’re going
to be spread eventually to somewhere
else. It’s going to be a time bomb down
the track for your farm, eventually it’s
going to be in your neighbours’ farms
and eventually it’s going to be everywhere
downstream.”
The workshops also discuss how TR4
is carried.
“It’s important to understand all the

pathways for TR4 to come onto your
farm,” Australian Banana Growers’
Council officer Robert Mayers says.
Growers place transparencies over
aerial maps of their farms to mark the
points where TR4 vectors - plant material, soil and water – could enter.
The project leader of the banana industry’s National Banana Development and
Extension Project, Tegan Kukulies, tells
growers the key is to “exclude, exclude,
exclude” any non-essential farm visits.
“Ask yourself this question, ‘in order to
conduct your farm business and to keep
your farm Panama-free does that person
or item absolutely have to come onto my
property?’
“If the answer’s ‘yes’ then that’s what
this workshop module is about - how to
get that person or equipment onto your
farm in the safest possible manner.
“To grow and sell bananas you can’t
exclude all movements onto and off your
property but from the exclusion principle
we come to the point where people are
‘coming clean and leaving clean’ on your
property on your terms.”
Growers are encouraged to think of
their farm as “clean” and everything else
as “dirty”.
They are provided with information
about how to establish zones on their
farms to limit the potential of TR4

“The workshop was very
good. It’s good to discuss all
the issues. We’ve already got
a lot of the things mentioned
in place (on-farm biosecurity
measures) but it’s good to
discuss them and hear other
people’s ideas .”
Jason Vipiana

TR4 Extension project team members (from left) Tim Liebelt, John Bagshaw, Shane
Dullahide, Stewart Lindsay, Robert Mayers and Tegan Kukulies (Sarah Simpson has also
joined the team).

reaching the paddocks. (See story, Page
14)
The workshops also inform growers
about the decontamination and wash
down processes and important basics like
the proper management of footbaths.
There is information on the use of
planting material and tips on fencing,
including using feral pig-proof wire
and ensuring property boundaries are
surveyed before fencing work begins.
Many growers have already come
up with their own innovations for
decontamination, zones and managing

“It was a great day. There
was a lot of useful information
discussed and everything that
you learn is a positive.”
Mike Gallagher

drainage and the workshop is an excellent forum for exchanging ideas.
“It’s about changing the habits of a lifetime,” Stewart says. “But in the scheme
of things, they’re only small changes.”
And when growers are up against one
of the world’s worst banana plant diseases
– every change helps make a Hulk-sized
difference.
Growers wanting information on the
TR4 workshops should go to www.
panama.org.au or phone 4064 1182.

“There was some useful
information on decontamination processes – particularly
information on the life of sterilisers and the requirements
for the frequency of changing
the water and keeping it as
clean as humanly possible.”
John Dotti
Spring 2015

“It was bloody great. I liked
the whole lot. I know that I’ve
got a bit to do to bring things
up to speed. For instance, I’ve
put a lot of temporary barriers
in place and I’m going to be
converting them to permanent
ones.”
Phil White.
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Zoning out the bad habits

“effective biosecurity
is currently the only
measure to ensure
continued banana
production”

What used to be normal, everyday farm practices can now
put banana production at risk from TR4. Stewart Lindsay*
reports on how to make the change to safer farming.
It’s one of the most significant
disease threats to global banana
production and it’s now in North
Queensland.
Panama disease Tropical Race 4 of
bananas, caused by the fungus Fusarium
oxysporum f. sp. cubense, is spread
through the movement of contaminated
plant material, soil and water.
There are currently no effective chemical, biological or cultural practices that
can eliminate the disease and there are no
suitable resistant banana varieties that are
commercially acceptable.
That means implementing effective
biosecurity practices on your farm to
prevent Panama disease is currently the
only measure to safeguard continued
banana production.
Planning how to implement these
practices is crucial.
Firstly, it can help you decide if significant capital investment is justified. And
planning will also help you to determine

Using property maps helps
to plan your zones.

where best to place any infrastructure
you decide to introduce to your farm.
Developing a plan might initially seem
overwhelming because what has been
considered normal practice in the banana
industry can now pose a significant risk
of spreading the disease.

Moving vehicles, people and equipment
between zones must be subject to be
thorough wash down and sanitisation.

Fencing and other physical barriers are
important to restrict movement across the
farm zone boundary.

Excluding risks
Excluding the movement of plant
material, soil and water onto your
property should be the foundation of

your biosecurity planning to manage the
risk of introducing Panama disease.
Machinery, vehicles, tools and people
are high-risk items due to the soil they
carry.
An important part of exclusion is to
limit access by fencing some, or all, of
the property boundary and limiting
vehicle access points to the minimum
number possible.
These vehicle-access points need to
have gates and clear signage to inform
visitors of the conditions of entry.
People and vehicles coming to your
property should seek prior approval so
they are fully aware of your conditions
for access.
Upon arrival, all vehicles and footwear
should be inspected to confirm freedom
from attached soil or plant material.
When planning for implementation
of biosecurity practices, you should
start with the question: “To conduct my
banana farming business and keep my
farm free of Panama disease does this
person/vehicle/machinery/equipment/
planting material absolutely have to
come onto my farm?”
The answer should be “no”, especially
for machinery, equipment and footwear
that has been used on other farms.
If the answer must be “yes” then you

Banana farm separation zones
Farm zone

Separation zone

 includes all your banana blocks
 includes all machinery and equipment
associated with the field production of
bananas
 as a general rule, don’t let the machinery and equipment leave this zone
 no other equipment or machinery is
allowed in
 movement of staff and contractors into
this zone is based on thorough washing
and decontamination procedures,
including managing staff footwear and
entry procedures
 the zone boundary must include access
to the part of the packing shed where
bunches are unloaded
 boundary must give access to machinery and workshop areas
 a physical barrier, such as a fence,
separating this zone from the other two
zones will help stop accidental movement across the boundary.
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 the area where essential farm inputs are
delivered, packed fruit is collected and
farm vehicles not directly involved in
banana cultivation are parked
 generally, encompasses an area adjacent
to the output side of the packing
facility and close access to other storage
and workshop area
 access is limited to essential business
inputs and vehicles. These must be
inspected, washed and decontaminated
 no movement between this zone and
the farm zone without detailed washing
and decontamination to manage the
risk of cross-contamination from the
separation zone
 surface runoff from this area must be
intercepted and drained away from the
farm zone to avoid contamination.
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Exclusion zone
 for vehicles and people that do not
have to enter either of the other
zones for the conduct of your banana
business
 think of it as being like an extension of
the public road
 segregate this zone from the other two.
It is for visitors and staff not directly
associated with the production aspect
of your business
 external vehicles should remain in this
zone
 staff and visitors can only go into the
other zones if they use clean footwear
or wash and decontaminate their
footwear.

should implement practices to manage
access to the farm.

In the zone
One of the best ways to manage this
access is to organise your property into
different zones with restricted access
between each.
These zones create treatment “layers”
that enhance biosecurity.
A practical way to manage a biosecurity policy on your farm is to establish
three different zones with no uncontrolled movement between them.
Experience with helping establish these
zones shows that defining where they
fit on your property is best done on a
property map using a different colour for
each zone.
You can also mark important risk
pathway information on this map such as
drainage lines, flood prone areas, public
roads, railway lines etc.
Top priority
After considering your farms access
points and the people, animals, machinery, and equipment that come onto your
farm, the next step is to prioritise your
implementation of biosecurity practices.
The high priority is implementing
the zones and restricting access between

them. It can be implemented quickly
with temporary barriers (pipes, logs,
rocks etc) until fencing or other permanent barriers are put in place.
Fencing or other types of physical
barriers are very important to reinforce
the separation of zones.
Movement across zone boundaries
must be managed very closely with clear
procedures and appropriate facilities to
wash down and decontaminate vehicles,
footwear, machinery and tools.
Clear procedures must be developed
and communicated to any person who
needs to cross over a zone boundary.
It is especially important for all staff,
suppliers and contractors to be trained in
complying with the procedures.
The owner or manager is ultimately
responsible for the biosecurity of a
banana farm and regular checks for
compliance with exclusion and wash
down and decontamination procedures
and facilities is vitally important.
*Stewart Lindsay is Principal Development
Horticulturist & Team Leader at the
Queensland Department of Agriculture and
Fisheries’ South Johnstone Research Station.
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Growers kitted-out for TR4 response
A grower kit, farm gate biosecurity signage and shed posters are
among materials being supplied to
North Queensland growers as part
of the response to banana plant
disease Panama Tropical Race 4
(TR4).
The Australian and Queensland
Governments have funded the materials
as part of a multi-million dollar effort to
contain TR4.
Biosecurity Queensland has mailed two
grower kits to each North Queensland
banana grower and farm gate signs are
available for collection from five collection points in major growing areas and
freighted to more remote locations.
As part of wider communications
initiatives, information materials are
also being supplied to backpackers and
residents of banana-growing communities to provide advice on what actions
they can take to minimise the risk of
TR4 spreading.

Grower kit
This kit is has all the current information on TR4 and on-farm biosecurity
practices in one, easy-to-use ring-bound
folder. Pages are hole-punched so
information sheets can be updated as
required.
Two kits have been mailed to each
North Queensland farm and contents are
also online at www.biosecurity.qld.gov.au
and includes:
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Decon guide
This guide is in the grower kit and
provides comprehensive instruction on
washdown and decontamination procedures. It is also available in Punjabi and
Hmong and can be accessed at www.daf.
qld.gov.au
Farm gate signage
The specially-designed signage is made
from UV-treated metal and includes a
space for growers to include a contact
number that anyone wanting to come
on-farm must call to gain permission.
The signs increase awareness among
local residents, farm workers, backpackers, tourists and visitors of the importance of biosecurity measures to protect
our largest horticultural industry. Two

signs are available for each banana farm
in North Queensland.
For a limited time they can be collected from Tully Fire Station, Moresby
State Primary School, South Johnstone
Research Centre, Mareeba DAF and
Cairns DAF. Signs can be freighted to
North Queensland growers outside of the
major growing regions.

Posters
All North Queensland farms should
have received two UV-treated and waterproof posters specially-designed for use
in packing sheds and outdoor areas. The
posters feature advice about identifying
TR4 plant symptoms and performing
decontamination procedures.

Signs of the times

Video tips

TR4 roadside signage will soon be in place on major
roadways throughout North Queensland.

New TR4 videos produced by the
banana industry’s National Banana
Development and Extension
Project are now online.
Go to www.panama.org.au to see
the latest video, featuring North
Queensland growers, on identifying
and reporting suspect plants.
There are also videos on “come clean
go clean” decontamination, using
ground covers to suppress TR4 and
containment measure in use on the
world’s largest banana farm.

Queensland’s Chief Biosecurity
Officer, Jim Thompson, said the signs
would remind people not to enter properties without landholder approval, not
to move high-risk items such as banana
plants and soil, and to ensure machinery
and equipment was clean, free from soil
and decontaminated before being moved.
“The signage is a joint effort between
Australian, Queensland and local governments to further protect the banana
industry from the impacts of Panama
disease.
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 detailed information about identifying
TR4
 decontamination guide
 Biosecurity Queensland processes
 standards and guidelines
 FAQs and
 industry and community support
service contacts.
If you require further kits, a limited
number are still available through the
Customer Service Centre on free call 13
25 23. Biosecurity Queensland would
appreciate feedback on the kits which
can be provided via the Customer Service
Centre.

“The Australian and Queensland
governments have provided the funding, the Queensland Government has
produced the signs and local government
is responsible for their installation.”
Dr Thompson said the process had
been coordinated by the Panama TR4
Regional Working Group based in North
Queensland. It follows the biosecurity
farm gate signage initiative. Portable
roadside signage has also been in use
sinceTR4 was confirmed in March.
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TR4 like a bolt from the blue

New topics in the wet tropics

Lightning strikes frequently hit banana plants in North
Queensland causing leaf damage that looks similar to TR4
symptoms. Growers are urged to report all suspect plants
and not assume electrical storms are the cause of damage.
Visiting Montpellier SupAgro University student Kévin de
Cozar reports.
After an electrical storm, growers
may find individual or groups of
banana plants in their paddocks that
they suspect have been damaged by
lightning strikes.
However, some of the symptoms produced by electrical strikes are very similar
to those seen in plants infested with
Panama disease Tropical Race 4 (TR4).
This means growers should report to
Biosecurity Queensland any plants that
appear to have TR4 symptoms, even if
they think the damage has been caused
by lightning. However, it may be useful
for growers to be aware of the type of
plant damage caused by lightning and
some of the differences to TR4 damage.
Although banana plants are particularly vulnerable to lightning strike,
there are very few published accounts
or illustrations of the damage caused to
bananas.

Steam and shock waves
Lightning strikes happen because
banana plants contain a large amount
of water which is charged with ions
and therefore able to conduct electrical
current. Lightning produces high
temperature and pressure, resulting in
plant damage.
There are two mechanisms for lightning to affect banana plants. The first
is when plant fluids convert to steam,
burning plant cells and tissues and
causing the leaves to wilt and die.
The second mechanism is shock waves
caused by high pressure that wreck the
internal structure of the plant and can
split the trunk. Lightning usually affects
a group of plants by heating up the soil
water.
Symptoms of lightning include wilting
and yellowing of the leaves – something
also seen in Panama-affected plants.
However, other symptoms can be
observed that may distinguish lightning-affected plants from Panama
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infestations. For instance, the symptoms
may appear more rapidly and include
burnt internal tissues and cooked roots.
The pseudostem of lightning-affected
plants lacks the characteristic vascular
staining found in Panama-affected plants.
Another difference may be that lightning
is likely to affect adjacent plants all at the
same time, whereas Panama disease may
Part of a banana paddock two months
after a lightning strike caused multiple
affect plants over a period of time.
plant deaths.
Banana growers should be aware of the
potential for plants
to be damaged by
lightning strike.
However, in view
of the TR4 outbreak identified in
North Queensland
in March, they
should not dismiss
instances of plant
damage as being
due to lightning
but report all
suspect plants.
A pseudostem cross-section shows extensive internal damage ten
days after a lightning strike

French agriculture student Kévin de Cozar was looking for
work experience in tropical crop protection when he came to
North Queensland. Unexpectedly, he got an insight into one
of Australia’s biggest crop-protection issues, Panama TR4.
Kévin answers our Life Science questions.
Kévin, why did you choose to come to
Australia?

What banana-science issue did you
look at?

I was studying agriculture at Montpellier
SupAgro University and I was interested
in plant protection and companies
working in bananas and papayas. When I
started looking online, I found Richard’s
company (North Queensland agronomist
Richard Piper from Scientific Advisory
Services).

I looked at the issue of lightning strikes
in bananas. I put it in context with TR4,
the symptoms can be quite similar (see
Kevin’s article on this issue, Page 18)

How long do you have to go with your
studies?

I had a gap year and spent three months
in North Queensland working with
Richard. It’s a three-year course. I still
have one year left now that I’m back in
France.
What was the main thing you learned
in North Queensland?

Banana plant symptom ten days after a
lightning strike.
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Cross section of a TR4-infested
pseudostem showing discolouration of the
vascular tissue.
Photo courtesy Qld Department of Agriculture and Fisheries.

I basically learned everything about
tropical crops, that’s something that
interests me. In France I’ve been working
with temperate-climate crops.
I think things worked out really well, I
think I was able to help Richard with
some of the different things he does in
his work.

Tell us about your involvement in part
of the TR4 response?

That was quite an accomplishment for
me. I was asked if I wanted to volunteer
to go and help with killing the infected
plants. I worked with ABGC officer
Louis Lardi (Kévin worked with Louis to
destroy the first patch of banana plants
confirmed to have TR4 in the Tully
Valley after the destruction was ordered
by Biosecurity Queensland). Doing the
work was something unexpected. But of
course I had heard about this issue with
Panama. It’s something that taught me a
lot. I was glad that I could help and be a
part of it.
What’s some of the differences
between farming in North Queensland
and Western Europe?

The way the work is managed in North
Queensland is quite different, you have

big farms and a lot of workers around.
I think that’s the biggest difference. In
France you have big farms for cereals, for
wheat and corn, but for the rest you have
a lot of small farms and processing done
on the farms.
The farmers also have a different way
of working. The hours are different too,
depending on the farms. I don’t think
they would start as early in Western
Europe as they do in North Queensland,
but they would finish later.
And some of the similarities?

There are similarities between the farmers in both places. They’re all really close
to the land, they know a lot about their
surroundings and they’ve been on their
farms for a long time, so they know the
history of their land and all around. And
I think the organisation of the work on
all the farms and the use of consultants is
all the same.
What area of agriculture do you think
you will work in?

The things that I’m learning will be
relevant to any type of agriculture. When
you work with different issues you can
always make links with other crops. I’m
not really decided on what sort of crops
I want to work on later, but I’m open
for anything. If I want to, I can go to
tropical parts of France in the Caribbean
to work with crops there.
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Bananas on target to help reef
Growers from about 90 North
Queensland banana farms, or just
over half of the region’s production
area, are now using the online version of the industry’s environmental
guidelines.
The banana industry’s strong take-up
of the Best Management Practices
Environmental Guideline (BMP) means
the industry is inline to reach a target in
its current Strategic Investment Plan.
The target is for more than half of
Australia’s banana production area to be
engaged in using the BMP by 2019.
The Australian Banana Growers’
Council (ABGC) is urging all North
Queensland growers to use the BMP to
ensure the industry continues to play its
role in meeting reef health targets.
The BMP was launched in June 2013
and so far, farms covering 54 per cent
of Australia’s major banana production
area in North Queensland are using the
online version. There are also about 15
growers in New South Wales growing
regions using the guidelines.
ABGC Chairman Doug Phillips said:

“We have 280 banana farms in North
Queensland and are confident we can
further increase BMP usage.”
“We are also managing a Queensland
Government-funded project that will
provide an app that growers can use on
devices to make it easier to record and
analysis information on farm practices.”
(see separate story, this page)
Mr Phillips said that although
the banana industry represented
less than one percent of land use
in the wet tropics region it had to
continue to achieve improvements

Growers add app-eal
North Queensland banana growers
will be contributing their ideas for
an electronic app being developed
to further improve best management practices on their farms.
The app will give growers a quicker
and easier way to record and manage
information about farm practices, such
as applications of nutrients and crop care
chemicals, that impact on local waterways and the Great Barrier Reef lagoon.
Australian Banana Growers’ Council
(ABGC) Project Leader Reef Protection
Robert Mayers is leading the app
project that is funded by the Queensland
Department of Environment and
Heritage Protection.
Robert is asking banana growers
to contact him on 0447 000 203 to
contribute ideas and to volunteer to trial
the first version which is scheduled to be
ready for testing by early next year.
Growers will also be asked to contribute ideas for topics to be discussed at
farm practice workshops.
“This project is a great opportunity for
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growers to be involved in developing new
technology to make it an even easier to
keep track of the key information that
will help them further improve their
farm’s environmental performance,”
Robert said.
“The app can be installed on smartphones and other devices used by
growers when they’re out in the paddocks
recording information about farming
practices such as fertigation, inter row
management, crop care treatments and
soil health.
“That information can then be used to
support the Bananas Best Management
Practices Environmental Guideline
which growers are using to assess and
continually improve their environmental
performance.”
Robert said the improved farming
practices would also help growers to
increase on-farm biosecurity measures
and better safeguard their farms against
the banana plant disease Panama Tropical
Race 4 (TR4).
“TR4 can move in soil and water so
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in environmentally-sustainable farm
practices and be an active supporter of
reef health initiatives.
The importance of all primary producers’ take-up of their industry BMPs was
further emphasised when a Queensland
Government reef report card was released
in September. State Environment
Minister Steven Miles said it was a
disappointing C-Minus for reef health.

Reef Plan 2050
The joint Australian and
Queensland Government plan
covers Great Barrier Reef initiatives from 2015 to 2050. Targets
for 2018, based on a 2009 baseline are:
 reducing dissolved nitrogen loads by
at least 50 per cent in priority areas,
on the way to achieving up to an 80
per cent reduction by 2025
 reducing sediment loads by at least
20 per cent in priority areas, on the
way to achieving up to 50 per cent
reduction by 2025
 reducing end-of-catchment particulate nutrient loads by at least 20 per
cent in priority areas
 reducing end-of-catchment pesticide
loads by at least 60 per cent in
priority areas.
reducing soil movement and run-off
helps reduce the risk of the disease
spreading in our banana growing
regions,” Robert said.
Some of the growers’ initial ideas will
feature at a Banana Field Day planned
for November in North Queensland.
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Growers feature in farm video
The banana industry has produced a
video to highlight the ways banana
farms are improving their farms to
reduce impacts on the Great Barrier
Reef.
By the end of the current, and
final, round of co-funded Australian
Government Reef Program projects,
Round 8, banana growers will have utilised 157 co-funded projects to improve
farming practices.
Final round projects were announced
in August with 21 projects funded,
including five for sediment control and
16 for fertigation. There were a total of
40 applications for the funds.

The 157 projects funded since 2008
have improved 12,564 hectares of banana
production area with some farms investing in multiple projects to introduce a
number of improvements to their farms.
ABGC Chairman Doug Phillips said:
“Banana growers have been enthusiastic
in adopting environmental farming
practices and introducing features that
help to retain soil on-farm and reduce
nutrient levels in any run-off.
The banana industry video on
environmentally-sustainable farming
can be viewed at http://abgc.org.au/
projects-resources/industry-info/videos/
industry-videos/

Riverside farm shapes-up well

Paul Debrincat share-farms with
Craig and Jade Buchanan as a part
of the LMB Group of farms. He
manages the 85-hectare Nerada
Farm for LMB on the banks of the
North Johnstone River, just west of
Innisfail.
After the acquisition of the land parcel,
Paul had the job of redeveloping the land
that had grown bananas some time ago.
The area takes in many land parcels,
with both river flats and undulating red
soils. The challenge was to strategically
redesign the farm around the gullies and
the general terrain.
Paul approached me to inquire about
the availability of a Reef Grant. He
wanted assistance with the funding of
the works required to set up the farm
to minimise the loss of soil from the
productive area adjacent to the North
Johnstone River.
Grant applications were prepared in
2014 for laser levelling/contouring for
Round 6 of the Reef Grants and then
sediment traps for Round 7. Paul was
considered a worthy candidate for both
rounds and the projects began.
With the guidance of LMB principal
Craig Buchanan and others, Paul
designed the farm layout to laser and
then contour the rows to minimise
the rate of slope within the row. After
rainfall, this slows the rate of water flow
and reduces the soil movement within
the row.

There were immediately impressive
results from the laser levelling and
contouring work completed with the
Round 6 grant.
Even before there was time to establish
ground cover, I observed that after a
thunder storm with heavy rain, soil
movement was minimal.
Later on, the laser levelling and contouring combined with the established
grass inter-rows has significantly reduced
run-off from this property.
The Round 7 project placed two
sediment traps at appropriate locations
on the farm as a “last line of defence” to
collect any sediment that may leave the
contoured and grassed banana paddocks
before flowing into the North Johnstone
River.
Now the farm is set up to minimise
the loss of sediment from the productive
area of the farm, Paul is looking to gain
funding to assist with the minimisation
of the loss of nutrients with the use of
automated fertigation.
This will enable Paul to apply nutrients
to the banana plants when required and
minimise losses through leaching and
possible run-off.
With excellent results achieved for
the farm, Paul said he was grateful for
the assistance received from Terrain
and ABGC in accessing the Australian
Government Reef Grants for these
co-funded projects.

Buchanans win
environmental
award
East Palmerston banana growers
Craig and Jade Buchanan have won
an Australian Reef Program award
for their environmental farming
practices.
The prestigious national award was
presented in September at a Sunshine
Coast ceremony honouring primary
producers for their work in reducing offfarm impacts on the Great Barrier Reef.
The awards are an initiative of the
Reef Alliance partnership including
Queensland Farmers’ Federation,
Queensland Regional Groups Collective,
peak agricultural industry bodies,
regional natural resource management
groups and the conservation sector.
The Buchanans won the horticulture
category for their role as ambassadors
for the banana industry and their active
and enthusiastic implementation of
best practice approaches and sharing of
knowledge and experiences.
ABGC Chairman Doug Phillips
congratulated Craig and Jade.
“The practices that Craig and Jade are
using are a credit to their dedication to
achieving excellence in farm management and are also a credit to the banana
industry,” Mr Phillips said.
“Their achievements are an example of
the great work banana growers are doing
to farm more sustainably and to protect
our local environment, including our
local waterways and the Great Barrier
Reef lagoon.
Craig Buchanan at the LMB farm at East
Palmerston.

By Project Leader Reef Protection, Robert
Mayers
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Enterprising banana campaign goes non-stop
It was called “Project Enterprise” and its mission was to
develop a marketing campaign that ensures bananas extends
its lead as Australia’s number-one fruit.
The project began in 2014, just as the banana industry set out its new
five-year Strategic Investment Plan that includes an objective to increase
demand for bananas.
achievements of the previous three-year
The extensive research undertaken in
campaign as well as the 21-year history
Project Enterprise has set a new direction
of the iconic Make Those Bodies/Make
for the already successful “nature’s energy
Your Body Sing campaigns.
snack” campaign that began in 2012.
The following report on the new
The new project had two phases of both
campaign is from the Australian Bananas
quantitative and qualitative research.
marketing team.
The result is a new direction for
the campaign that builds on the

Increased value
New goals have been set for banana
marketing’s role in ensuring bananas
strengthens its hold on the multi billion
dollar snack food industry and increases
the value of the Australian banana
industry.
Australian bananas are already the
number one snack food in Australia, the
challenge is to capitalise on this position and ensure we not only hold that
position but increase the lead bananas
has over its competition.
With more than 90 per cent of all
major consumer segments now eating
bananas, the challenge is clear – how
do we get more consumers to eat more
bananas more often?
A new target market has been identified. Equal prominence is being given to
adults 25-to-39 years of age and families
with at least one child under 13 years of
age.
It’s a broader target market than in
the previous campaign which focused
on increasing banana consumption
by18-to-39 year olds.
What to say to our new target market
is, of course, crucial.
The research conducted with consumers about what they want from snack
foods identified energy as one of the
most important drivers.
This is clearly a major competitive edge
for bananas which has been recognised as
Nature’s Energy Snack for years.
Purposeful energy
The research groups identified that
consumers are looking for different types
of energy through the day.
At mid-morning, consumers are
looking for “purposeful energy” to stay
on top of their day. Consumers also want
this “purposeful energy” in a super-convenient form and this is exactly why they
love bananas and why they would eat
more of them.
The focus of the new campaign will be
to grow consumption frequency and steal
market share from our closest competitors in the multi-billion dollar snack food
category, in particular, our three closest
rivals - muesli/cereal bars, nuts and seeds
and dairy snacks.
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New goals have been set
for banana marketing’s
role in ensuring bananas
strengthens its hold on the
multi billion dollar snack
food industry and increases
the value of the Australian
banana industry.
In summary the plan over the next
three years is to:
 be the most frequently eaten snack
food
 grow our share of the snack food
category
 build-on and embed current consumer
behavior, increasing frequency of
consumption mid-morning as well as
growing share of snack food eating in
the mid-afternoon.

Non-stop action
“Nature’s Non-Stop Energy Snack” is
the new advertising theme. This theme
integrates the current well-known advertising slogan of “Nature’s Energy Snack”
and also recognises the emerging need for
“purposeful energy”.
A range of media channels is being
used to reach the target market and bring
the new advertising messages to life.
These include television, video, digital,
out-of-home, mobile, social and new
“experiential” activities.
After substantial planning, Project
Enterprise is now on course.
The advertising campaign began in
September.

Meet the new marketing team
Horticulture Innovation Australia
(HIA) has appointed a new marketing team for Australian Bananas.
Megan Hauptfleisch has joined HIA
as Marketing Team Lead. She has more
than 20 years’ experience in marketing
and has recently worked in sectors
including seafood and health care.
Megan has delivered brand management and business growth for an extensive portfolio of business-to-consumer
and business-to-business brands.
Elisa King is the Marketing Manager
for bananas. She also has more than 20
years’ marketing experience working with
companies including Warner Music and
Sony Pictures.
Elisa focuses on building successful brands and products through marketing, research and understanding the
consumer. She also involves all stakeholders along the supply chain so all parties
can work together to build relationships
and maximise benefits.
Most recently Elisa has been marketing
mangoes, papaya, passionfruit and
lychee.
Growers who attended the North
Queensland marketing roadshows have
met Megan and those attending the New
South Wales and Carnarvon roadshow
stops have met both Megan and Elisa.
Elisa also attended the Banana Industry
Congress in June.
Former General Manager Marketing
Services David Chenu has left HIA
following its corporate restructure.
Former Marketing Manager David Weisz
left HIA in January to take up a new role
with media group News Corp.

Megan Hauptfleisch is Marketing Team
Lead for bananas.

Elisa King in Carnarvon with grower and
ABGC director Tom Day during the August
marketing roadshow.

Six growers on new marketing advisory panel
A new 10-member Banana
Marketing Advisory Panel has been
appointed and will assist with the
new three-year marketing plan,
Horticulture Innovation Australia
(HIA) has advised.
There are six banana growers on the
panel, a wholesaler and three marketers.
The new group held its first meeting in
Cairns during August.
Banana-grower members are ABGC
directors Doug Phillips, from South

Johnstone in North Queensland and
Peter Molenaar, from Mullumbimby
in northern New South Wales; North
Queensland growers Paul Inderbitzin,
from Lakeland Downs; Tablelands
growers Andrew Serra and James Howe
and Innisfail’s Dean Sinton.
Other panel members are Chaise
Pensini from wholesaler Oakville
Produce and marketing advisor Mike
Evans of Fresh Partners. HIA’s Australian
Bananas marketing team members, Team

Lead Megan Hauptfleisch and Marketing
Manager Elisa King are also panel
members.
The new panel has been formed
following HIA’s restructure and replaces
the former marketing subcommittee of
the Industry Advisory Committee (IAC).
Five members of the former subcommittee continue with the new panel. They
are Doug Phillips, Peter Molenaar, James
Howe, Chaise Pensini and Mike Evans.
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Push-button pantry a world first

Bananas a natural for sexy marketing

Australia’s largest banana-growing family continues to
dispense world-firsts in automated fresh produce retailing
with a further expansion of its vending machine concept.

Bananas need to get “on trend” to exploit new sales
opportunities, according to a retail panel discussion held at
the Australian Banana Industry Congress.

In just over two years, Tully’s
MacKay family has grown its
start-up trial of selling bananas from
its especially-designed machines
into a push-button “emporium” selling up to 40 lines of fresh produce
and pre-prepared meals.
MacKays, supported by marketing
group Fresh Partners, has trademarked
the name CityPantry for the concept.
There are a trio of dispensing machines
in the range – the original Banana Bar, a
Fruit Bar which was introduced just over
a year ago, and Nuevo Food machines
selling pre-prepared and heat-and-eat
meals.
The first CityPantry was launched
at the Royal Brisbane and Women’s
Hospital (RBWH) in August with
Queensland’s Chief Health Officer, Dr
Jeannette Young, praising the concept.

The six-member panel’s suggesitons
included making bananas sexy,
giving them more attitude, looking
at niche varieties and value-added
products, using celebrity endorsements and public relations and
emphasising health benefits.
Boost Juice founder Janine Allis, from
television’s Shark Tank program for
entrepreneurs, said bananas needed to
look at current trends such as health and
fitness and the success of promotions for
kale, beef and lamb.
“As a consumer, I’m obviously a
massive fan and can see the obvious
openings,” Ms Allis said.
“Yes you’re number one, but then you
go for PBs, what’s your personal best?
There are so many opportunities for you
guys to become a bit more sexy and a bit
more on-trend.”
Ms Allis suggested marketing that
made consumers laugh, smile and form
an emotional connection.
Cadbury Marketing Manager Ben
Wicks said bananas could use mass
communication and find niche growth
opportunities.
“The thing about media nowadays,
there’s many, many ways to reach consumers in a pinpoint way, a very targeted
way at low cost,” Mr Wicks said.

Marketer Mike Evans with the RBWH’s
Acting Manager, Commercial Services
Ralda MacGregor and Facility Services
Director Martin Oldfield.

“This is a great initiative, anything that
makes a healthy choice an easy choice is
far more likely to be taken up,” Dr Young
said.
“Unfortunately, here in Queensland,
despite all of the fantastic attributes that
we have with our great food choices,
we know that 65 per cent of adults are
overweight or obese and less than 10
percent eat an adequate amount of fresh
fruit and vegetables.
“I have great hopes that this will
increase the opportunity to access easy,
good, simple food.”
Fresh Partners Director Mike Evans
said the machines offered a range of
fresh fruits, nuts, yoghurts, juices and
pre-packaged meals.
A producer buyer, Colin Follett,
sources the fresh produce stocked in the
machines.
The vending machines are temperature
controlled and serviced each week day to
top-up lines and ensure all produce is in
good condition.
Mr Evans said the idea was to “create
an emporium of great foods” for consumers wanting a snack or meal.
The concept of selling only bananas
had proven too limiting so the decision
was made to broaden the offer.
“What we’ve found is that people want
to eat healthy, they’re really interested in
it,” Mr Evans said.
“Fruit’s great but there’s other opportunities we’d like to be involved in. We’ve
added yoghurts, we’ve added ready-to-eat
meals.
“It’s definitely a first, we’ve looked
around the world and to put three
vending machines together which are
all offering fresh food and healthier
options, we can’t find anything else like
it.”
Mr Evans said the challenge was now
to build a “trust factor” with consumers.
“Why would you trust food out of
a big box? It’s a vending machine, it’s
Chief Health Officer Dr Jeannette Young
tells media it’s important to make healthy
choices easy choices.
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The MacKay family’s Barrie MacKay at the
launch.

usually got junk in it. What we’ve had to
do here is challenge that.
“Once people eat from it and it eats
well and happens to be healthy we’ll
actually get repeat customers.”
The vending machines are located at
several venues in Brisbane and the Gold
Coast with different types of locations
having been trialled over the past two
years including food courts, transit
centres, other hospitals, schools and
universities.
RBWH Acting Commercial Services
Manager Ralda MacGregor said the
original Banana Bar had been popular
and the reaction to the expanded offer
had been very positive.
“It’s absolutely amazing. The feedback
from the staff and visitors has been
amazing,” she said. “The food is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week
and we needed something here for late
staff and visitors after hours and on the
weekends.”
Hospital staffer Karma Bennett with Colin
Follett at the CityPantry launch.

“You could really give the banana some
attitude, it’s yellow in colour, it’s about
energy, it feels like it (the marketing
message) should be very vibrant and
effervescent.”
Bananas has a $4 million annual
marketing budget, which former HIA
General Manager, Marketing Services
David Chenu said was less than one
per cent of annual sales revenue. Mr
Wicks said in comparison, the marketing
investment for a processed snack food
line could be between five and 20 per
cent of its net annual revenue.
Dietitian and food scientist Arabella
Forge said bananas could emphasise
health benefits including prebiotic and
resistant starch content helping digestion

and its status as a “complete food”, high
in fibre, minerals and vitamins.
“My view is that the best asset bananas
has is it’s a natural product,” she said,
adding that it was an excellent first food
for babies. “I reckon the mum market is
a big one.”
ABGC Chairman Doug Phillips
said while the industry was aware of its
potential the challenge was “how do we
exploit those opportunities?”
Iluka Davidson from Coles said banana
sales suffered slightly due to competition
from processed foods utilising their
packaging to make health-benefit claims.
Woolworths’ Adam Quinlan said a
challenge was to get people from more
life stages to consume bananas. In line
with the Congress theme of Change
Challenge Opportunity, he said “we need
to change and challenge everything we
do and see what other opportunities we
have”.

High-energy chase for $10b
Bananas is chasing a greater share
of the $10 billion snack food market
with the new three-year marketing
campaign focused on consumers’
need for “purposeful” energy.
David Chenu, the former HIA General
Manager, Marketing Services who has
led the development of the campaign
spoke at the Australian Banana Industry
Congress prior to the September launch
of the new campaign (see story Page 22).
Mr Chenu said the aim was to steal
market share from elsewhere in the snack
food category and increase the frequency
of banana consumption during the
afternoon, traditionally a peak time for
processed snacks.

“Mid afternoon is the big opportunity,” Mr Chenu said.
“The key insight is getting purposeful
energy into the day, into a place where
no other snacks completely deliver that
combination of the right energy, quick
acting, long-lasting and convenient.”
Over the three years to May 2015,
Australian banana sales value increased
by 13.2 per cent and volume lifted 4.7
per cent, he said.
“There aren’t very many industries,
particularly in agriculture, where you see
volume going up and value going up at
the same time,” Mr Chenu said.
“They’re usually inversely related (but)
they’re not in your industry, so that’s a
fantastic result.”

Marketer David Chenu
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congress wrap

BRING ON 2017!

One of the most successful Australian Banana Industry
Congresses in the event’s 20-year history has been held in
Melbourne and planning is now underway for the next event
A total of 457 delegates, including
about 150 banana growers and
accompanying persons, attended
the June Congress.
Delegate figures were up 16 per
cent from the 2013 event, held on the
Sunshine Coast, and there was strong
support from sponsors and exhibitors
including a sold-out trade display.
Congress Chairman, Silkwood grower

and ABGC director Steve Lizzio, said
there was excellent feedback for the first
Congress held in a capital city and a
non-banana-growing state.
“I’d like to thank all participants for
their strong support, particularly given
that Congress was held only about three
months after the Panama TR4 outbreak
was announced,” Mr Lizzio said.
“To the credit of our growers and

industry partners, there was a big turn
out at Congress to discuss the TR4
response as well as other important
issues such as fresh food trends, other
banana research and banana retailing and
marketing.”
A video of event highlights and
speaker presentations are available at
www.bananacongress.org.au. Hundreds
of photos can be downloaded from the
photo gallery at www.abgc.org.au
Results from an online post-event
survey will help with planning for 2017.

Bellamy shares half-time secrets
In an inspiring keynote address, top NRL Coach Craig Bellamy
gave Congress delegates insights into leadership and his
system for managing adversity.
“Obviously you guys have had a lot
of adversity in the banana industry with
mother nature – she hasn’t shown you a
whole lot of mercy at times – and with
TR4, that’s obviously a real challenge for
you guys,” the Storm head coach said.
Mr Bellamy, renowned for his passionate coaching style, revealed: “The thing
that gets me through adversity at times is
basically my half-time system.”
“I have a book and I write in there
what we’re doing well, what we need to
improve, what’s important now.
“Sometimes when you’re going through
some adversity there’s 1000 things going
through your head - and I mean 1,000

things - but the part of “what’s important
now”, I always narrow that down.
“I give them (the players) one or two
things that I think are really important to
get us back into the game or to turn the
screws on the opposition.
“That’s always been my half-time
system for about ten years but now that’s
my adversity system as well.”
Mr Bellamy also spoke about leadership and the importance of everyone in
a team doing their job.
“It’s the leader’s role to make sure
that everyone in your team understands
exactly what their role is, exactly how
they do it and exactly how it fits into the
big picture,” he said.
“And you need to exhibit the traits that
you expect of your own people.”

Don’t be sheepish about building a brand
Growers shouldn’t act like sheep but
instead seek a competitive advantage, according to a wine grape
grower who transformed his farm.
Horticulturist of the Year Ashley
Ratcliff told the Congress he and his
family developed the Ricca Terra Farms
brand for their wine grapes by replanting
with southern Italian grape varieties
commanding a price premium.
Mr Ratcliff, who also works as the
production manager for wine company
Yalumba, said the wine industry still
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suffered from overproduction that began
in 2002. “What most growers do is, as
prices decline, they grow more tonnes. It
just exacerbates the problem.
“We had to make change and we had
to create a competitive advantage.”
Mr Ratcliff ’s family found new varieties more suitable for their growing region
of The Riverland, north of Adelaide.
They used branding to establish a
premium product and sold grapes for
around $1,500 a tonne rather than the

Spring 2015

unsustainable $200 a tonne on offer for
commoditised Chardonnay grapes.
“Find the competitive advantage - it is
critical, don’t act like sheep. Be honest
about your business and the industry’s
future - if it’s going to be bad build
strategies around it, don’t build your
businesses on hope,” he said.
He said growers needed to create a
point of difference to build a brand.
“If you’re not building a brand you’re a
commodity producer,” he said.

CONGRESS 27

Kennett wakes up happy
Learning to realise that adversity
could not outweigh the gift of life
was the key to managing stress and
anxiety, beyondblue chairman Jeff
Kennett told the Congress.
Mr Kennett, the former Victorian
Premier who is the founding chairman of
the organisation which addresses depression, said the gift of life was “a rock”.
“The way in which your industry is
continually struck by disease, cyclone
etcetera, yes it’s tough when it happens
but compared to the gift of life - you’d
much rather be here with the challenge
of addressing that calamity, whatever it
may be, than not be here,” he said.
Mr Kennett said most people had
never been taught how to manage
difficulty. “We weren’t taught about
change, stress, anxiety and yet there is
more change happening in our lives with

Third helping from Adam
Growers needed to make sure they
created a “third space” between work and
home, human performance specialist Dr
Adam Fraser told Congress.

Berry impressive

Growers need 2030 vision

Berries have used a mix of research,
innovation and promotion to
become the biggest global growth
story in fruit over the past decade,
the Congress heard.
Costa Berries General Manager Peter
McPherson said the global outlook
for the berry category – blueberries,
strawberries, raspberries and blackberries
– remained strong with blueberries a
stand-out performer.
“It’s all about innovation,” Mr
McPherson said.
“Varietal development programs have
really changed the flavour, the taste, the
shelf life of blueberries. That’s a pretty
long road, a journey of really 12 years to
develop varieties. Australia has been at
the forefront of that.”
He said there had also been improvements in horticultural practices, cold
chain and post-harvest management.
The use of new growing methods and
hydroponic substrate growing mediums
had also helped extend growing seasons. Australia was now the first global
location producing blueberries 52 weeks
a year.
Strong promotion had also increased
awareness of the health attributes of blueberries which now had a “health halo”,
Mr McPherson said.

Banana growers need to get ready
for the social changes setting trends
for businesses and consumers,
Congress heard.
Market researchers James Pike, of
Added Value, and Sarah Hyland, from
Colmar Brunton, said growers needed to
think now about the Australia of 2030.
Emerging trends included consumers’
concerns about food safety, desires to
buy locally and understand the ‘story” of
how their food is produced and the social
values associated with food products.
“Ask yourselves are you thinking about
these sorts of consumer issues and what
do you think you might do about them,”
Ms Hyland said.
Mr Pike said there were three emerging
social movements that would affect
businesses – the need to collaborate on
projects; “conscious capitalism” relating
to how a business supported social well
being; and business transparency known
as “radical openness”.
He said more business collaboration
was essential. “I think too often we try to
solve all our problems ourselves,” he said.
“We should be thinking about who we
should be working with to get the best
outcome.”

the passing of every year and there are
more ingredients contributing to stress
and anxiety.
“It’s important you develop a system
that you can use to measure stress and
anxiety because often we give those
things too much weight and we don’t
deal with them - and therefore they
continue.”
Mr Kennett said a practice he used was
to give thanks for waking up each day.
He said people needed to speak more
openly about depression, manage their
mental health and seek assistance if they
were not coping.

Dr Fraser said recognising the different
rhythms of work and home would help
growers be happy in both places.
He said growers should use a “third
space” – a way to make a transition
between work and home.
“What do you do in that gap between
work and home?” he asked. “Think
about how you show up when you walk
through the door.”

Conscious capitalism meant “understanding what’s really valuable and
important to the communities you’re
living in and putting that at the heart of
doing your business”.
The third social movement, “radical
openness” was about being transparent
about business operations and values.
“The three things we would say to
think about are - work together without
boundaries to achieve an outcome, put
individual social well being at the heart
of the business and be transparent about
how you do business because it will build
trust,” he said.
James Pike, of Added Value
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BREWING UP A SHOT OF SCIENCE
In a new format for the Banana Industry Congress R&D sessions, delegates were asked to grab a coffee and chat
with researchers in the event’s Science Café. Some of our scientists provided these updates on their research.

National Banana Development and Extension Project
by project leader Tegan Kukulies, Queensland Department of
Agriculture and Fisheries, Senior Development Horticulturist
What’s the project about?

Co-ordinating extension to growers
of information from past, current and
future research projects.
The project delivered the national
technical information updates (banana
roadshows) in 2014 and will co-ordinate
them again in 2016.
We develop and maintain links with
Next Gen growers, industry service
providers, grower associations and supply
chain members. We also create YouTubestyle videos on priority topics and

conduct small-scale research and demonstration trials to fill information gaps and
exhibit best management practices.
Why’s it important?

To achieve successful uptake and
adoption of project outputs by growers
around Australia.
What’s next?

The main activities will be co-ordinating
the technical series roadshow events in
2016 around Australia and reviewing and

updating the Banana Best Management
Practice Environmental Guidelines.
We would love to see as many growers
as possible at next year’s roadshow
technical update series. Ninety per cent
of people that attended last year say they
would recommend the event to others.
What did growers ask at Science Cafe?

This project ran a small-scale on-farm
research trial assessing the productivity
of some varieties that have some tolerance to TR4. There were quite a few
questions about the varieties’ agronomic
characteristics.

Using tissue culture and rapid growth of FOC
What were your posters about?

There were two, one was “First step to
prevent disease! Use QBAN tissue culture
planting material, it is disease free!”
Tissue culture banana plants produced
under the guidelines of the Quality
Banana Approved Nursery Scheme
(QBAN) are a quality source of pest and
disease free plants but growers need to
know the plants are safe.
The poster described how QBAN
prevents entry of disease both in the
tissue culture and nursery stages.
The other poster was “Rapid growth
of Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. cubense
(FOC) Race 1 and Subtropical Race 4
in tissue culture.” It looked at whether
Fusarium is obvious in tissue culture
and described the progress of the disease
development on tissue culture cultivars.
What work are you doing now?
My research and support work relates
closely to banana plant protection in a
strategic and applied way.
I maintain the quarantine tissue culture laboratory at the Maroochy Research
Facility to enable new banana cultivars to
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by Sharon Hamill, Senior Principal Research Scientist, the
Department of Agriculture and Fisheries
be safely introduced into Australia. I also
manage a high health QBAN research
laboratory where the Australian banana
collection is maintained in tissue culture.
What’s coming up?

Industry needs to maintain the ability to
access new banana cultivars.
We will continue to need the quarantine facilities specific to banana to be
able to import cultivars and maintain the
Australian banana collection in a high
health QBAN research lab to be able to
send them across domestic quarantine
zones.
Further research is investigating transmission of Fusarium in tissue culture
plants and investigating if they are more
susceptible to Fusarium wilt than plants
from bits or suckers.
Additional research will include working with the Australian Banana Growers’
Council and Biosecurity Queensland to
develop an improved QBAN scheme.
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What are other industries doing?

Other industries such as ginger suffer from Fusarium but are building
towards an improved way of obtaining
disease-free planting material.
What did growers ask you?

About the information that tissue culture
plants started to show Fusarium symptoms similar to those seen in infected
plants in the field but onset of disease
and symptom development was much
more rapid.
Growers were interested to see what
Fusarium looked like in culture and the
fact it grew on the banana tissue culture
so rapidly.
There was also interest in the range of
cultivars available, especially those that
show tolerance or resistance to TR4.
Growers can contact me anytime to
discuss banana cultivars, QBAN or how
quarantine works.

Minimising offfarm movement
of nitrogen
by Jeff Daniells
What’s the project about?

Loss of nitrogen fertiliser off-farm is
considered to be a serious threat to water
quality. We investigated if controlled
release nitrogen (N) fertilisers would
reduce nitrogen leaching in a banana
crop. (See story Page 44.)

Jeff Daniells had samples of some of new
varieties available for delegates to try.

Frans Wielemaker of Agroamerica with
Sharon Hamill at her research posters on
tissue culture and Fusarium.

Are other industries interested?

This research will have application to
other crops on the wet tropical coast.

What did it find?

What did growers ask you?

Cultivation prior to planting led to significant release of N from the large soil N
pool and associated high leaching losses
in the first few months after planting.
Strategies such as permanent bed
systems, which cultivate only a fraction
of the paddock area, should lead to less
losses of N (this requires quantification).

One overseas visitor was surprised that
good quality crops could be grown with
such low N application rates.
For many years, very high rates of N
were applied in the North Queensland
industry but growers have shown that
good quality crops can be grown with
much less when applied optimally.

by Suchet Bargoti, Australian
Centre for Field Robotics,
PhD Student

applications: 1) automatic detection of
coloured banana bags for in-field stock
taking and 2) leaf axil height measurement for bunching date prediction.
A tele-operated ground vehicle robot
was driven along rows of a banana
plantation near Mareeba.

Suchet Bargoti (left) speaks with marketer
Mike Evans about the research by the
Australian Centre for Field Robotics.

Towards Autonomous Banana Information Systems
What’s your project about?

Precision agriculture - advances in field
robotics and sensing technology are
driving research and the development of
new technologies.
Why’s it important for bananas?

The high density information provided
allows farmers to optimise their growth
management strategies.
Distinct from seasonal fruit, the
asynchronous growth and harvest cycle
of banana plantations presents additional
challenges for crop management.
What’s happened so far?

As an extension to our ongoing work on
apple and almond information systems,
we performed a pilot study to explore the
potential for autonomous crop mapping
and harvest forecasting at commercial
banana plantations.
We considered two potential

which the height of individual axils could
be determined with centimetre accuracy.
What’s next?

What did you find out?

There are potential applications of
ground-based robotics and sensing
for banana information management
systems.
Data were gathered from multiple
sensors, including colour video and
LiDAR.
Coloured bags were automatically
detected from the video stream, for
the purpose of mapping the stock.
Different coloured bags could be reliably
recognised, other than black, which was
difficult to distinguish from shadows.
For the second objective, the height of
sucker leaf axils was shown to correlate
with the future bunching date. LiDAR
data was used to build a metrically accurate 3D model of the plantation from

Automating leaf axil detection and
accurately geo-registering captured data.
We welcome discussion with growers
and industry stakeholders to determine avenues for future research and
development.
What are other industries doing?

We have conducted field trials at mangoes, bananas, apples, almonds, avocados
and custard apple farms and developed
algorithms to automatically detect and
map fruits and flowers on the trees.
The goal is to provide a holistic, digital
picture of orchard performance to enable
the most efficient use of inputs, such
as fertigation and chemigation. The
information also assists in detecting and
diagnosing potential problems as early
as possible, to improve orchard performance over time.
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science café reports

Brewing
up a shot of
Science
More reports from the
Banana Industry Congress
R&D sessions where
delegates were asked to
grab a coffee and chat with
researchers in the event’s
Science Café
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Biochar and compost amendments

The weevil and the damage done

By Justine Cox, soil scientist, NSW Department of Primary
Industries

by Matt Weinert, NSW Banana Industry Development Officer
What’s the project about?

What were the results?

What’s your project about?

Banana Weevil Borer (Cosmopolites
sordidus - BWB) is the major insect
pest of bananas in New South Wales.
BWB larvae bore through the base of
the banana, reducing yield and causing
dropouts.
Some of the chemicals used to treat
for BWB are under review overseas and
mistiming treatments can flare other
pests. We are looking at whether BWB
can be managed by mass annihilation
trapping.

Coffs Harbour grower David Tate has
monitored the traps at Coffs Harbour
fortnightly with more than 9,000 weevils
caught in 41 traps over six months at his
plantation. He is reporting seeing less
damage in follower plants when he is
desuckering.
The Costa Rican lure outperformed
the French lure, but unfortunately the
prototype trap reduced the catch of the
BWB so it’s back to the drawing board
for the trap design.

What’s happened so far?

What’s coming up?

A demonstration and a trial of
commercially available lures and traps
were established at Coffs Harbour and
Tullera, near Lismore. Banana growers
David Tate and Jeff Zanette were key to
the success of this work.
The work is being done in collaboration with Dan Papacek of Bugs for
Bugs in Mundubbera, Richard Piper
of Scientific Advisory Services in Tully
and Professor André Drenth from the
Queensland Alliance for Agriculture and
Food Innovation.
The Coffs Harbour demonstration
used a lure manufactured in France
and 10L recycled ice cream container
traps installed across a plantation at 16
per hectare. The Tullera trial compared
the French lure and trap with a second
lure manufactured in Costa Rica and
a prototype trap, designed to perform
better under Australian conditions.

Soapy water was used in the trial traps to
drown the weevils, however continually
filling the traps with the water is very
labour intensive. Research will look at
other means of killing the weevils in the
traps.
The Costa Rican lure and trap system
is now available from Bugs for Bugs,
the first time it has been commercially
available in Australia, and offers another
tool for banana growers to manage this
pest. The use of the traps on the island
of Martinique in the Caribbean reduced
pesticide use to control BWB by 3.5
times.
The lure and trap comparison trial
will be replicated in North Queensland
by Donna Chambers, the Queensland
Department of Agriculture and Fisheries’
entomologist based in Mareeba in
conjunction with grower Paul Inderbitzin
at Lakeland Downs.

The contribution of agricultural activities
to greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs),
especially due to fertilisation with
nitrogen.
There may be ways to reduce the
impacts of GHGs while also increasing
fertiliser-use efficiency and improving
soil fertility.
This project will evaluate the capacity
of soil amendments, biochar and compost to increase soil carbon and reduce
nitrous oxide (N2O) emissions.
The project is called the Fruit Salad
Project, as it included bananas, melons
and blueberries.
What’s coming up?

Tully and Lakeland grower Leon Collins
with Banana Plant Protection Program
Leader André Drenth.

Five sites have been chosen (two banana,
two rockmelon and one blueberry) to
evaluate these amendments on commercial farms.

In banana blocks, bunch assessments
and bunch weights are being recorded
every six weeks to evaluate yield. We are
in the data collection phase and lucky
that the growers we work with weigh the
bunches from the trial plots for us.
Why is it important to bananas?

This project is to firstly establish some
baseline data for GHG emissions for
banana production in subtropical NSW,
and to discover if these soil amendments
improve the soil and reduce GHG
emissions.
What did growers ask you?

What temperature does biochar get to
during its production (so they could
assess the threat of introducing Panama
into their plantation via biochar). They
also asked who funded the work.

by Jeff Daniells, Principal Horticulturist, Queensland
Department of Agriculture and Fisheries
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What are other industries doing?

Chemtica, the Costa Rican company
that manufactures the lures, makes others
for a significant export pest of citrus. It
will be trialed in The Riverland area and
information from the banana trials will
be passed on to those researchers.
What did growers ask you?

Growers are worried about BWB
spreading TR4 so there were questions
about that.
They also asked about the cost - lures
$10.70 each and the traps $11.15 with
the possibility of bulk discounts. The
cost per hectare would be about $432
each year for three lures a year, allowing
for a winter break, or $539 for four lures
each year.
Growers wanted to know about
strategies other than traps on the whole
farm - reducing weevils moving into next
plantings from old plantings by installing
a row of traps about 20 metres apart in
the last row of the old planting. Also,
using them to monitor populations in
plantations before and after treatments.
They asked where they could buy the
traps – they’re available from Bugs for
Bugs.
at the Coastal Plains site by looking at a
broader range of the existing varieties in
Australia as well as evaluating the new
introductions. The introduction of varieties will be ongoing as new selections
become available to import.

TR4 tolerant and resistant varieties
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HIA’s Ben Callaghan (left) and Alison
Anderson speak with Matt Weinert about
his trials of weevil borer traps.

What’s the project about?

What’s coming up?

The Queensland Department of
Agriculture and Fisheries has been
introducing banana varieties for many
years as part of various projects and more
recently under the banana industry’s
Banana Plant Protection Program.
We have been seeking varieties resistant
to TR4, along with other features.

Work by the Northern Territory government at the Coastal Plains TR4 screening
site 10 years or so ago identified some
varieties with resistance/tolerance. A few
studies overseas have identified some
additional varieties – both Cavendish
and non-Cavendish. When the banana
freckle disease eradication is completed
in the Northern Territory we will be able
to continue the varietal screening trials

What did growers ask you about?

Our poster provided a discussion point
by showing bunch photos of some of the
tolerant and resistant varieties we have
evaluated. We also provided tastings of
fruit from some of those. I don’t recall a
lot of comments or questions, except that
visitors thought the tolerant Cavendish
varieties had quite an acceptable taste.
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Congress standouts!
With 30 stands, our exhibition area was a real networking
hub during the Australian Banana Industry Congress. Some
of our exhibitors share their thoughts on the event and our
industry.

Arcella Banana Company

“Coming together is a beginning,
Keeping together is progress,
Working together is success” – Henry Ford.
The success of this year’s Congress can be
attributed to the wonderful participation
from all Australian Banana Industry
personal.
Whatever obstacles get in our way, we
are an industry that is not scared to “roll
up our sleeves and have a go”. That’s
what makes us at Arcella/Tropicana
Banana PROUD to be 100% Australian.
We are a family passionate about OUR
BANANA INDUSTRY!
Thanks for your support,
Pat, Frank, Harry & Rosa.

Bayer

The Bayer banana team was very pleased
to play an additional key role in another
successful Banana Congress through our
sponsorship of the Congress Cafe.
This involvement was a fitting way to
help launch our two new products for
banana growers under the theme ‘Break
through to better health and extra
energy’.
Luna® Privilege, containing the
innovative active ingredient fluopyram,
is a new Group 7 fungicide that will be
exceptionally effective in controlling
yellow Sigatoka, providing banana plants
with extended vitality.
Movento® Energy is new dual active
ingredient insecticide that controls key
banana pests while minimising the risk
of mite flare. The registration of Luna
Privilege in bananas occurred in late
August. Bayer recommends that Luna
Privilege is always used according to the
most recent registered label.
Thanks to everyone who had a coffee
with us or visited the Bayer stand.
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Catalytic Generators

Thank you to everyone who stopped at
our stand in Melbourne.
It was great to see so much interest in
our ripening products and the benefits
Catalytic Generators have over existing
ripening methods. Please contact us with
any further queries you may have. We
look forward to discussing how we can
help you with your ripening.
www.catalyticgenerators.com.au

Costa Banana Business

The main benefit for Costa by participating at this year’s Banana Industry
Congress was the opportunity to
strengthen relationships with growers,
customers and stakeholders by organising
short and/or more complex catch-ups
and taking advantage of all the attendees
that converge in the same place at the
same time.
The series of keynote speaker sessions,
panel discussions and cooking demonstrations definitely helped our team have
a better understanding of the current
state of the banana landscape locally and
internationally.
From Michael Engeman, Sales and
Marketing Manager – Costa Banana
Category

drumMUSTER

drumMUSTER provides growers with a
quick, easy, environmentally friendly way
to dispose of used chemical containers.
Banana growing regions across the
country have numerous collection sites
available to them and Colin Hoey,
drumMUSTER Regional Consultant,
is available to assist chemical users with
any enquiries they may have about the
program.
Feedback from the Congress indicates
that a growing band of farmers are
already being proactive with farm waste
recycling. Whether you have one drum
or 100 drums, take them to a collection
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Olivia Nucifora and Alison Anderson and at the HIA stand which
showcased 21 years of banana marketing achievements.

Costa’s George Snell (left) and Matt Oliver
with a banana fan during the Minions
appearance at Congress.

site. A receipt is issued on delivery and is
suitable as proof in all BMP programs.
Call 0428964576 for more information.

E.E. Muir and Sons

We would like to congratulate the
Australian Banana Growers’ Council on
yet another successful Banana Congress.
As a horticultural business, we are
proud to have been an exhibitor at
this event. With the Congress held in
Melbourne, distance proved to be no
barrier as there was strong representation
from around the country and the world.
As a family-owned business since 1927,
we know the importance of a strong
focus on providing superior services and
products to a wide range of rural agricultural businesses. The company operates
from 30 outlets around the country and
is committed to the Australian horticulture market.

Horticulture Innovation
Australia

We invest around $8 million of grower
levies and Commonwealth Government
funding in banana Research and
Development (R&D) and Marketing
programs annually.
The Congress was a fantastic

opportunity for Horticulture Innovation
Australia to meet with banana growers,
discuss R&D and Marketing activities
and the company’s transition from
Horticulture Australia Limited (HAL).
If you were unable to attend the
Congress or missed your opportunity
to register for your free membership of
Horticulture Innovation Australia you
can still do so by visiting our website at
www.horticulture.com.au/membership or
phone 02 8295 2300.

MADEC

MADEC helps Banana growers source
workers from Pacific Island countries.
As a result of a number of contacts
made at the recent Australian Banana
Industry Congress, MADEC Australia
have now commenced work to bring a
number of workers from Fiji to work on
banana properties in North Queensland
under the Seasonal Worker Program.
As well as these workers being
hard-working and productive, the
beauty of this program is that workers
can return in subsequent seasons if the
grower wishes for them to come back.

QRAA

The strength and resilience of the banana
industry was on display at this year’s
Banana Industry Congress in Melbourne.
Thank you to all who visited the
QRAA trade display, we had many
meaningful conversations with attendees
about QRAA’s ongoing support for the
industry. As Queensland moves into a
new phase of preventative biosecurity
measures, we provided Queensland
banana growers information on how a
QRAA Sustainability Loan can be used

At Congress exhibition with delegates were Bayer CropScience’s
Lachlan Bird (far left) and Pat English (second from right).

to protect farms from biosecurity risks
and improve productivity.
For further information on QRAA
programs or to speak with your local
QRAA Client Liaison Officer, contact us
on Freecall 1800 623 646.

Rivulis Irrigation

Our goal is to help growers to become
more productive. As such, we were
excited to present a new generation of
micro-sprinkler at the Banana Industry
Congress.
The Rivulis S2000 Flow Regulated
sprinkler is perfect for bananas. It provides outstanding uniformity, excellent
performance in the wind, and features a
revolutionary easy take-apart body.
This simple opening and closing mechanism of the body makes maintenance
a breeze, which in turn helps cut down
farm labour costs. For more info, contact
Rivulis Irrigation on 1800 558 009 or
visit rivuliss2000.com.au.
Best regards to all Congress delegates
from Matt Clift, Marketing & Business
Development Manager, Rivulis Irrigation.

Soils First

Soils First NQ has been supplying the
banana industry for 12 years and was
extremely pleased to be able to participate as an exhibitor at the 2015 congress.
We enjoyed catching up with our clients, sharing a few laughs and a few more
drinks and hope that all growers went
away better informed about industry
issues.
Thanks and regards, Chris Bowden,
Jecjac Pty Ltd t/as Soils First Ph: 07
40633518

At the Sweeter Soils stand are Richelle
Miles and Paul Edwards.

Sweeter Soils

We happy to participate and sponsor the
2015 Australian Banana Congress. The
venue, organisation, and openness of
the attendees made for possibly the best
Congress to date. A huge thank you to
everyone who made it happen.
The Australian banana industry is
once again facing challenging times. The
Sweeter Soils crew is ready and able to
assist growers face these challenges by
improving soil health and, therefore,
improving plant health and productivity
- as well as reducing the possibility of
soil-borne disease.
For more information on what we
can do for you, please call Richelle 0474
270 038 or Paul 0408 184 672 or email
admin@sweetersoils.com
Kind Regards from Richelle Miles,
Operations Manager.
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Young growers our strength says Leahy

Champion effort gets research working

Young growers want to be part of the banana industry and
are the industry’s strength, according to the recipient of the
industry’s highest honour.

Stewart Lindsay, a banana scientist at South Johnstone in
North Queensland, was one of the industry champions who
received an Award Of Honour at this year’s Australian Banana
Industry Congress. Stewart answers our ten questions.

Tully grower Patrick Leahy received
a Life Membership of the Australian
Banana Growers’ Council (ABGC)
at the industry’s Awards Of Honour
held at the Banana Industry Ball
as part of the industry Congress in
June.

Patrick Leahy

“The banana industry is one that is
not without its challenges but if it was
an easy industry to be in it’d be bloody
boring,” Mr Leahy said. “There’s never a
dull moment in bananas.”
Mr Leahy said many horticulture
industries were full of “grey heads” but
bananas was different.
“The really good thing for our industry
is it’s full of young growers, young people
that are willing to have a go because it’s
such a great industry. I think that’s the
strength of our industry, we’ve got family
members, young guys coming through
that want to take the job, they want
to be part of the business, they want to

be part of our industry and I think that
needs to be nurtured.”
Despite the industry’s challenge Mr
Leahy said: “I really think we’re in a
really good place even though it doesn’t
seem like it at the moment. This is a
great industry.”
Mr Leahy is a former ABGC
Chairman whose work on industry issues
includes the banana imports battle, the
eradication of black Sigatoka and the
introduction of the banana industry levy.
Awards Of Honour were bestowed on
Tully grower Cameron MacKay, senior
banana scientist Stewart Lindsay and
consultant David Peasley.
The awards night also formally
marked the start of a new phase for the
industry’s Mort Johnston Professional
Development Scholarship, presented to
agronomist Liam Riedy.
In accepting his Award of Honour for
his work as a former ABGC Chairman
and industry representative, Cameron
MacKay said there was great support
from within the industry.
“What makes this industry such a good
industry is that we all back each other,”
he said.
Cameron also thanked another former
ABGC Chairman for encouraging him
to take on the role.
“I have to thank Len Collins also who
tapped me on the shoulder about 15
years ago and said “have a dig” so thanks
Len, I had a bit of a dig and I enjoyed
every minute of it.”
Principal
Development
Horticulturist with
the Queensland
Department of
Agriculture and
Fisheries Stewart
Lindsay received an
award for his banana
research extension
work.
“I never set out to
work in bananas, I
Liam Reidy
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grew up on a
banana farm
and I thought
the best thing I
could do was get
as far away from
them as I could,”
Stewart said.
Stewart
moved to North
Queensland
25 years ago to Cameron MacKay
work in banana
research. “It’s by far the best thing that
I’ve done in my life and I’ve got to say
this is one of the most terrific industries
to work in.”
Banana scientist Mike Smith accepted
an award on behalf of recipient David
Peasley, of Farrants Hill in northern
NSW, is a consultant who has worked on
banana industry projects and issues over
the past 30 years, including the imports
battle.
“I’ve worked with David for some 25
years now and I can honestly say that
he is really absolutely passionate about
this industry and I think he’s one of this
industry’s strongest advocates,” Mike
said.
“He’s dedicated a big part of his life
to seeing that the banana industry is
protected from threats both within and
without.
“I’ve seen him burning the candle at
both ends, really fighting for this industry very hard with the imports (issue).
Even today he’s very passionate about
his ongoing with fighting our old enemy
Bunchy Top.”
Liam Riedy, of Wongaling Beach in
North Queensland, received the Mort
Johnston scholarship for his 2014
research into the use and efficacy of
biological fungicides for bananas.
The scholarship has funded resarch
projects for the past six years but will in
future be directed to assist undergraduate
students and encourage them to consider
a career in banana research.
“I’d like to thank the whole of the
Australian banana industry to give
me the chance to research and travel,”
Liam said of his project which included
research conducted in the United States.

Tell us what got you interested in the
banana industry

I grew up on a small family banana farm
in the Caboolture/Wamuran district of
south-east Queensland and we helped
out on the farm, particularly during
school holidays. When I started working
with DAF (then the Department of
Primary Industries) I moved to the
Granite Belt and those five years are
the only time I have not been around
bananas.

production and marketing system so the
whole system benefits. A key requirement
for this is getting to know the industry
and its systems, especially the growers
and other people in the industry.
Any breakthrough moments were
always as part of a project team. One was
getting the minor-use permit approved
for ethephon injection for nurse-suckering, because it took a lot of trial work
and is so important for cyclone recovery
and managing fruit supply.

Where did you do your training, both
academic and in the field?

What’s one of your favourite things
about working in the banana industry?

I studied at the Queensland Agricultural
College at Gatton before it became a
campus of the University of Queensland.
Moving into the role of extension officer
meant a lot of on-the-job training in
communication and adult education
techniques, including some TAFE
courses.

The banana industry is dynamic and
innovative so there is always something
changing or developing. It’s never boring,
even after 22 years. The people in the
industry are another favourite – some of
the best people you will ever run into.
Living in a beautiful part of the world in
FNQ is also on the list of favourites.

Tell us what happens on a good day
in banana research? And on a not-sogood day?

When you tell people your work
includes banana research, what do
they usually ask about?

On a good day you can help someone
find a workable solution to a problem or
gain an insight into an issue or problem.
For an extension officer it’s often about
being able to realise the significance of
some trial results so you can communicate the key message. There are plenty of
good days.
On a not-so-good day you spend a lot
of time trying to juggle a lot of different
activities without ever getting to do a
really thorough job on any of them.
The aftermath of natural disasters like
cyclones and storms are not good days
either.

Lately it’s been about Panama disease,
but a whole range of things, particularly
about different varieties. My partner
once asked me if Sugar bananas and Lady
Fingers were the same thing, something
which she says she really regretted
afterwards. She thought it was a yes/no
answer.

How does your work help the industry
and tell us about a breakthrough
moment you’ve had on a project.

My role is about trying to bridge the gap
between the implications of research trial
results and the reality of banana growers
and others making changes in their

What’s one of the things most people
don’t know about bananas?

Banana fruit have a bend because of
gravity. Their growth is described as
being negatively geotropic, which means
that they bend in the opposite direction
to the gravitational force.
From a science perspective, what’s
a current hot topic about banana
production?

Panama disease is the hot topic in
Australia and internationally. A lot of
businesses and research agencies across

“The banana industry is
dynamic and innovative
... it’s never boring”

Stewart Lindsay (right) accepts an Award
of Honour from ABGC Chairman Doug
Phillips at the Banana Industry Ball.

the world in bananas are keenly watching
the situation in Australia to see how we
manage the recent incursion. They see
Australia as the country most likely to
put best practice on-farm biosecurity in
place.
How do you like your bananas – fresh
or cooked, what’s your favourite
banana recipe and how often do you
make it?

I have been lucky enough to travel
overseas in this role and that has been a
real eye-opener to the range of varieties
and uses for bananas. I eat bananas fresh
and cooked and rate Gros Michel and
Hom Thong Mokho as the best bananas
I have eaten fresh.
A favourite combination is a banana,
bacon and cheese open grill sandwich.
You can use the same combination as a
topping on a fish fillet too.
When you’ve got time off, what are
some of your favourite pastimes?

Spending time with my partner and our
teenage children at their sports, camping,
fishing or on a road trip holiday. Now
that I’m older, I can openly admit to
enjoying bird-watching. It’s not cool but
there it is.
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Trips, trials and tracking trends
Matt’s first year as NSW IDO
by Stephanie Dale
Almost a year after Banana Industry
Development Officer (IDO) Matt
Weinert set out to help reinvigorate
the subtropical banana industry in
New South Wales he couldn’t be
happier with the reception from
local growers.
And he doesn’t just mean the wonderful curries, pastas and bacon ‘n egg
brekkies he’s enjoyed from the Tweed
border to Macksville.
There’s also been good weather
“although we could have done with a
little more rain leading into Spring”,
an industry survey that’s humming
along, positive results from trials of new
varieties and nutrition workshops that
have been well received.
However the crowning achievement of
his tenure so far, Matt says, is the success
of the banana weevil borer management
trials.
In conjunction with integrated pest
management service Bugs for Bugs,
the Banana Plant Protection Program
and the National Banana Development
and Extension Program, Matt has been
trialing lures for banana weevil.
“We’ve trialed lures with two growers
- one in Coffs Harbour and the other
further north in Tullera,” he said.
“The aim of the trials was to find out
whether or not the traps and lures would
be effective in managing the beetle.
“These trials are currently being
replicated in North Queensland by new
QDAF entomologist Donna Chambers.
“We couldn’t be happier with the
results.”
“In fact, the trial outcomes were so
successful, that the lures and traps are
now, for the first time, available commercially in Australia.
“Growers no longer have to import
them, which means they’re cheaper to
buy,” said Matt.
“As well, other weevil borer treatments
can create new issues, such as flaring
mites. Lures and traps don’t cause additional problems and this is a big plus.
“We now need growers to trial the
lures and traps on their plantations,
monitor how they compare with other
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Matt Weinert says the NSW industry is set for growth.

treatments - and report their results back
to us.
“With grower feedback, we can
develop better trap design and per
hectare lure rate.
“To perfect the strategy we need input,
and in this way we hope to develop an
effective, long term beetle management
strategy.”
The biggest challenge facing Matt at
the moment is completing the industry
survey.
“The aim of the survey is to get a
comprehensive snapshot of the NSW
banana industry,” he said.
“We want to know where people are
growing, who the growers are, what
varieties they’re planting, their yields,
whether they’re increasing or decreasing
their plantings - if we can get a solid
picture of the state of the industry at
this point in time, we’re in a position to
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meet current needs, identify and plan for
industry challenges and opportunities,
and assist growers to meet their goals for
the future.”
It’s Matt’s intention to speak to every
banana grower from the Tweed border
to Macksville for the survey. So far he’s
spoken to 60 - there are more than 200
to go.
“It’s a massive job,” he said. “It’s
something I do of an evening, at the end
of the day’s work.
“Even though it’s a demanding task, I
really enjoy talking to the growers individually - the conversations are insightful
and incredibly valuable for the industry
as a whole.
“The two important concerns among
subtropical growers at the moment seem
to be the banana beetle - it’s a big issue
in NSW - and the cost of production in
relation to returns.
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“Interestingly, about 30 per cent of the
growers I have spoken to around Coffs/
Woolgoolga/Nambucca are increasing
their plantings and a range of varieties
are being planted - these are great signs
for the NSW industry.
“It’s my aim to finish the surveys by
the end of November - so if you’re one of
the 200-plus growers I haven’t spoken to
yet, feel free to call me!”
As Matt celebrates his first year in
the subtropics with a toast to the land,
life and industry he loves, he is already
making plans for the year-to-come.
“I’ll be building on the foundations of
the work to date, especially with disease
management trials and protocols and
experiments with double bagging, as well
as laying ground for new priorities and
challenges,” he said.
“I’m particularly looking forward to
working with young growers to set up a
young growers’ group in the region.
“Young growers face specific challenges, not least of which is accessing
land. One surprise I found from the
survey is the number of young growers
who are leasing their plantations.
“As well, I haven’t yet connected as
much as I’d like with Tweed growers and
I’m looking forward to developing great
working relationships there.”
Matt is based at the NSW
Government’s Wollongbar Primary
Industries Institute and travels throughout the NSW banana growing regions
from the Tweed in the far north to south
of Macksville and west past Lismore.
With 20,000-plus kilometres of travel
under his belt so far, Matt Weinert still
has a long way to go. He said there’s
plenty of fuel in the tank and, “quite
frankly, I couldn’t be happier”.
“Every time I drive south over the
border and see Mt Warning, I know I’m
home.
“I’ve loved every minute of my time
here - so I guess this is a big thanks to the
subtropical growers for welcoming me,
for so enthusiastically embracing new
ideas, for sharing their experiences and
for their willingness to work together to
ensure the longevity of the industry.
“It’s an exciting time to be involved in
the NSW banana industry.”
Matt said growers who’d like to complete their survey sooner rather than later
were welcome to call him on 02 6626
1352 or 0438 644 136, or email him at
matt.weinert@dpi.nsw.gov.au

Clayton and Jaimi back south
Clayton Hoy and partner Jaimi Wall are young growers
on a new plantation with everything going for them not least of which is the eight generations of growing
knowhow between them.
Earlier this year, Clayton, 30,
and Jaimi, 26, purchased an old
45-hectare cattle farm at Valla
Beach, south of Coffs Harbour,
after returning to the area from
North Queensland.
They’ve since planted seven hectares
with Lady Fingers and plan to have
another seven planted by the end of
September, reckoning that 14 hectares
will deliver them the returns they’re
banking on.
Clayton said he and Jaimi were both
fourth generation banana growers.
“All the mistakes have already been
made and fixed in the past,” he said.
“My grandparents moved over here
from the New England district and
started growing in 1940.
“I’ve been growing bananas since I
was 10 years old.
“I can’t imagine starting out in this
industry without generational experience to fall back on.”
Clayton said he and his parents have
been farming in North Queensland for
the past 15 years. He said the family
decided to move south again to be with
extended family, and while his parents
were taking a break, he and Jaimi
decided to get straight back into it.
Their biggest challenge as young
growers, he said, was finding suitable,
affordable land.
“It took us a couple of years to find
this block at Valla Beach,” he said.
“Up north, you can take your pick,
but finding land down here that’s not
too steep, not too low and not too cold
- and at a good price - it took a while,
but we found it.”
After clearing regrowth and old
fences, and installing suitable sheds,
Clayton and Jaimi were ready to plant
bananas.

Clayton Hoy is back farming bananas
in NSW after returning from North
Queensland.

While most of Australia’s banana
production is in North Queensland
and many banana growing families
have moved north to farm there,
Clayton said there were advantages to
farming in the subtropics.
“Up north, you’re bagging three
times a week. Down here it’s only once
a week or every two weeks in winter
- we get more flexible work hours and
can get a week off,” he said.
“We can’t do the cartons we did up
there, but as a small farmer there are
less stresses.
“So even though production is down,
costs are also down. For example, down
here we’re closer to the markets - it
only costs $1 a box.
“We can get close to North
Queensland quality with the Lady
Fingers.
“So as long as we’re farming Lady
Fingers, we’re viable.”
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Where there’s hope
Disaster struck not once, but twice at Queensland’s newlyestablished and most northerly commercial banana farm.
Research scientist Jeff Daniells and farm general manager
Ken Reid tell the story of Hope Vale Banana Farm’s recovery.
Hope Vale Banana Farm had
achieved several milestones by early
2014. The indigenous community
farm had planted its first bananas,
established a packing shed and
picked its first crop.
The operation was achieving important
successes, including the creation of
jobs in the community of about 1,000
residents located about 30 minutes drive
north-west of Cooktown.
The banana farm was established
in 2012 with support from the State
and Federal governments, Hope Vale
Aboriginal Shire Council, the Indigenous
Land Corporation, Indigenous Business
Australia and Dole Australia. Dole
provided tissue culture plantlets and
business support.

But it was not long after the banana
farm’s first commercial crop that disaster
struck. About two months after its packing shed was officially opened, Tropical
Cyclone Ita crossed the coast near
Cooktown on April 11, 2014, flattening
the banana crop before moving south.
The devastation was amongst the
worst damage caused by Ita and news
of the plantation’s fate made headlines
around Australia.
The clean-up was another achievement
for the farm but the next cyclone season
had more in store. The second cyclone
in just under a year, Tropical Cyclone
Nathan, hit in March this year causing
further damage.
In mid-April researcher Jeff Daniells
from the Queensland Department of

Agriculture and Fisheries briefly visited
to assist with post-cyclone recovery
recommendations and provide initial
comments on TR4 biosecurity measures
being undertaken.

Cyclone Nathan damage
Hope Vale Banana Farm battened
down on two occasions in mid-March
as cyclone Nathan meandered offshore
before eventually making landfall to the
north near Cape Flattery on March 20.
Wind speeds at the farm were estimated at up to 80 km per hour. About
70 per cent of bunched plants were
blown over.
Leaf shredding from the wind was
quite severe and later there were some
distorted bunches which emerged as a
result of damage sustained while still
inside the pseudostem.
The damage from Nathan was not as
severe as Ita. No major synchronisation
of bunching and harvest is expected
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Banana farm worker Phyllis Gibson and
grandson Dwayne Bowen at the Hope Vale
Banana Farm after Cyclone Ita.

because the remaining plants are at many
different stages of plant development.
The 70 ha property currently grows
49 ha of Williams Cavendish bananas.
During the first two years of operation,
contractors supported the indigenous
workforce but now the 32 or so indigenous workers look after most aspects
of farm work themselves. Several staff
are receiving training, including in the
Certificate II in Horticulture offered by
TAFE.
The rich red volcanic soils provide
good drainage, and rainfall is supplemented with irrigation from three bores
and a large farm dam with a capacity of
300 megalitres.
Annual rainfall in nearby Cooktown
is about 1800 mm – about half that of
Innisfail but with a more pronounced
dry season.
Average temperatures in the cooler
months for Cooktown are two to three
degrees warmer than Innisfail contributing to much better plant growth during
that period. More importantly, the
minimum temperatures are three to four
degrees warmer, eliminating most fruit
chill problems.

TR4 watch
With the find of the fungal disease
TR4 in Tully in March, the Hope Vale
farm has stepped up its on-farm biosecurity measures which include limiting
access.
This includes closing off the road
which once went through the property;
erecting quarantine signage; and washdown and chemical treatment of vehicles,

equipment and footwear coming on to
the property.
Other measures are to be put in place
as recommendations are forthcoming.

New frontier
Since Cyclone Larry flattened the
North Queensland banana industry in
2006 there have been mounting calls for
geographic diversification so that supply
to the marketplace can be better assured
in the event of natural disasters.
With TR4 in North Queensland, there
is even more reason to consider a spread
of growing regions as a means to insure
against the spread of the disease.
Typically, banana industries around
the world have responded to Panama
disease by moving to new sites with clean
ground.
As Hope Vale’s tough introduction to
banana farming has shown, like other
North Queensland locations, it can be
vulnerable to cyclones.
However, the region should nevertheless be given consideration as having
further potential for bananas because of
its otherwise favourable climate. There
is also a nearby workforce in Cooktown
where the population is about 2,500.
There is abundant land in the region
with an estimated 2,000 hectares that
could lend itself to most horticultural
endeavours, as long as sufficient water
can be sourced.
However, as Hope Vale continues its
recovery and the banana industry focuses
on TR4 containment, the top priority
remains with putting in place appropriate
biosecurity to safeguard the interests of
individual farms and the overall industry.

Hope Vale Banana Farm General Manager
Ken Reid with a bunch that emerged a few
weeks after Tropical Cyclone Nathan.

Some distorted bunches emerged
following Tropical Cyclone Nathan.
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Quarantine outlook is glasshouse full

On tour: Lindsay Rural’s
Shane O’Flanagan
(far left) with Tully’s
Stephen Lowe, Bananot
Hahof’s Hanan Ben
Shalom and Uri Shpatz,
Haifa Australia’s Peter
Anderson, Lakelands
grower Martin Garate
and Shayne Cini of
Innisfail.

A hailstorm that smashed rooftop quarantine glasshouses has temporarily halted screening of
new banana plant varieties. Rhyll Cronin reports.
Disease-screening of new bananaplant varieties will restart as soon
as repairs are finished to smashed
quarantine glasshouses damaged in
last November’s wild hail storm.
The glasshouse housing banana plans
at the EcoSciences Precinct in Dutton
Park has been out of action for more
than nine months after the fierce hail
storm swept through Brisbane.
The acrylic plexiglass roofing covering
the plants was smashed, temporarily
halting disease-screening processes for
bananas and a range of other plant varieties housed elsewhere on the rooftop.
The temporary lack of a screening
facility has caused concerns among
banana growers who are keenly awaiting
new banana plant varieties, including
TR4-tolerant varieties, to clear the
quarantine process and commence field
trials.
A Queensland Department of
Agriculture and Fisheries spokesperson
said some of the new banana plant
varieties imported as part of the industry’s Banana Plant Protection Program
(BPPP) had cleared the facility just days
before the hail storm hit.
This means they were not caught up
in the delays later caused by the storm
damage.
However, screening has not been
able to start on some additional banana
cultivars.
“Only one cultivar of banana imported
by a private individual was in the
glasshouse at the time of the hail storm,”
the spokesperson said.
“Other cultivars imported for research
under the Banana Plant Protection
Program had completed post entry
screening the week before the hail
storm.”
In good news for the banana industry,
the temporary lack of a glasshouse facility
has not stopped the new banana varieties
from entering Australia and beginning
the necessary quarantine process at the
Maroochy Research Station.
“There have been no delays in importing banana cultivars into Australia.
“The impact has been a delayed testing
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Israelis plan Oz banana trials
An Israeli agricultural biotechnology company is considering
two Australian field trials of tissue-cultured banana plants
and a collaboration on Panama-resistant varieties.

Queensland Department of Agriculture and Fisheries Senior Principal Scientist Sharon
Hamill with tissue culture plants at Maroochy.

of additional cultivars,” the spokesperson
said.
“This means post-entry disease
screening has not been able to commence
on any additional cultivars since last
December.”
The spokesperson said work began in
August to repair the rooftop glasshouse.
One section of the existing glasshouse
had previously been roofed with toughened glass and was not destroyed in the
hail storm.
The rest of the glasshouse roof will
now be upgraded to the same type of
toughened glass.
“The hailstorm caused widespread
damage to many structures in Brisbane.
To improve the resilience of the glasshouse, the roof will be replaced with
an improved toughened glass product
instead of acrylic plexiglass.
“Repairs commenced in August and
when completed the glasshouse can
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be audited to regain accreditation and
commence receiving plants.
“When the glasshouse reopens it will
be filled with additional cultivars from
the Banana Plant Protection Program
that have been waiting in the tissue culture quarantine laboratory to commence
post-entry evaluation.
“Meanwhile, other cultivars continue
to be imported as Material Transfer
Agreements and other agreements are put
in place.”
The plants that go to the glasshouse
represent only a small sample of plants
multiplied from imported cultivars.
The cultivars are maintained at the
Maroochy Research Station awaiting
the results of the screening process on
the plant samples that have been sent
to the glasshouse. After the screening
is finished, those glasshouse plants are
destroyed.

Several North Queensland growers
visited the Israel operations of the
company, Rahan Meristem, earlier
this year. The trip was hosted by
plant nutrition company Haifa
Australia, which is part of a global
group headquartered in Israel,
and agricultural supplies company
Lindsay Rural.
Rahan Meristem is already working
with Filipino growers to identify TR4resistant banana types. It also has clonal
material being screened in Holland for
TR4-resistance.
The company is a leading global
exporter of tissue-cultured banana and
plantains with major markets are in
Central America. It has laboratories in
Columbia and Ecuador, a distribution
centre in Costa Rica and is planning to
develop a Philippines laboratory.
Rahan Meristem Scientific Director Dr
Eli Khayat told the North Queensland
banana growers the company was seeking to proceed through Australian plant
quarantine processes and then establish
two field trials in major growing areas.
“Then we will identify a laboratory
for tissue culture and propagation of
material,’’ Dr Khayat said.
“I am certain that our material will be
helpful to growers in Australia.’’
Rahan Meristem uses plant selection
methods to identify superior clones and
evaluate them for increased yield and
fruit quality in tropical and subtropical
climates.

Its cultivars are improvements of a
range of Cavendish varieties and some
of its original Williams seed was sourced
from Australia.
The company’s varieties include a
dwarf plant with bunch weight of up to
70 kilograms. It also has the Adi variety,
developed from Grand Nain, that it
thinks may be of interest to Australian
growers because it withstands strong
winds and produce big bunches.
While it would be some years before
the company’s varieties could become
commercially available in Australia, the
North Queensland growers who visited
Israel were interested in the potential to
access tissue-cultured technologies for the
local industry.
Tully grower Stephen Lowe said Rahan
Meristem’s use of somaclonal variation in
its selection and breeding was impressive.
“The way they use this technique and
keep selecting in the field and regenerating plants until they get what they want
is very good,’’ Mr Lowe said.
Innisfail grower Shayne Cini said the
company’s plant selection methods,
continually taking the best 20 per cent of
the population for propagation, and its
tissue culture in the laboratory appeared
to be ahead of similar work in Australia.
The North Queensland growers also
attended agriculture exhibition Agritech
in Tel Aviv and visited growers, including
Israel’s largest grower and marketer,
Bananot Hahof, meaning “coastal

bananas’’, which has 600-hectares under
production.
Martin Garate, of Swiss Farms at
Lakeland Downs, said he was amazed
by the efficiency in some of the growers’
operations.
“The way they select followers is very
good. Hanan (Bananot Hahof farm
manager Hanan Ben Shalom) is thinking
four steps ahead to continue the growing
cycle. He’s effectively staggering crops
four ahead,’’ Martin said.
“The nutrition, particularly the way
they fertigate every time they irrigate –
small amounts all the time – was very
impressive.
“Their use of ammonium nitrate was
interesting too because we also have high
pH soils.’’
He said with the exception of the cold
weather, the farming conditions in Israel
were similar to Swiss Farms in Lakeland.
Lindsay Rural North Queensland
Regional Manager Shane O’Flanagan
said the management of water, including
desalinated water, across Israel was an
eye-opener. The way input management
had been perfected and implemented on
different farms was encouraging.
“It was good for the growers to see
how a tropical plant can be grown in
such a marginal area. It showed that,
with the right knowhow, you can really
grow them anywhere if you want to,’’ Mr
O’Flanagan said.
“Israeli growers understand their
weather conditions, they are doing
amazing things with innovation and they
are not afraid to fail.’’
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New product
reports

Tissues’ turn for granule trial

Loading suScon Yellow Intel onto
the planter for research trials at
Fred Cauchi’s banana farm at East
Palmerston.

A new insecticide and
a fungicide have been
registered for use on bananas
and research is continuing on
insecticide granules released
in 2013. These reports are
based on information from
the manufacturers.

NEW MOVE ON THE OLD GUARD
Two of Australia’s biggest banana
growers, the MacKays and Howes,
have trialed a new insecticide
developed to control weevil borer
and rust thrips while avoiding mite
flare-ups.
Bayer in August registered the stem-injectable product, Movento Energy,
for use in bananas after seven years of
development. It follows on from the
company’s Bayer’s Confidor Guard
product which had been associated with
mite flare-ups when applied in hot and
dry conditions.
Both products contain imidacloprid
but the new product has a second active
ingredient, spirotetramat, as an extra
measure for rust thrips.
Tully grower Stephen MacKay said the
family’s banana farms had been trialing
the new product over the past couple of
years, following an approach from Bayer.
Plots were established where current
practice could be compared with use
of the new product. There was also a
control plot with nil treatment.
Mr MacKay said the product was not
inducing mite flare-ups and this meant
there was greater flexibility in the timing
of applications.
“We can apply it any time throughout
the year that suits the crop stage and
cycle, and it also seems to protect the
plant from any pest stresses, so it’s
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definitely what we’ve been looking for,”
Mr MacKay said.
“The spin off benefits from a healthy
plant are that it can definitely withstand
lots of other things that may attack it like
funguses, so we can then move forward
with less applications in other areas.”
He said that while the application process was time consuming, the technique
was good and the tree only needed to be
visited once.
The MacKays are intending to use the
product extensively on their farms.
On the Atherton Tablelands, Howe
Farming ran similar trials for 12 months.
Andrew Irving from Howe Farming
said the most obvious effect was an
increase in both the evenness of the crop
and in the growth of the follower plant.
“We really noticed an increase in the
internodal growth between the leaves and
the evenness of those followers that were
treated with the product.”
Mr Irving also believed the new
product would increase flexibility in
application timing and avoid problems
with mite flare-ups when conditions were
dry, hot and dusty.
“For us the main benefit will be that
we will be able to chase the follower at
a more accurate size according to the
label – traditionally we’ve always applied
the product through the wet season, to
minimise mite flaring.”
Howe Farming is intending to use
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the product across their farms and will
keep evaluating it, perhaps leaving some
blocks out for comparison.
Innisfail-based Bayer CropScience
Senior Development Specialist Darren
Westerhuis said miticide still needed to
be used on high-pressure sites.
“Movento Energy does not have
any impact on adult mites, and is not
going to stop them laying more eggs,
so under high mite-pressure you really
need to apply a miticide to bring mite
numbers back to a manageable level at,
or around, the time of Movento Energy
application.”
Innisfail agronomist Dave Doolan, said
rust thrips control would be an important benefit.
“Rust thrips is the predominant pest
in bananas, it’s a hidden one because you
don’t really see a lot of it until the fruit
gets into the sheds, and then farmers are
throwing out literally barrel-loads and
sometimes truck-loads of fruit through
rust thrips’ damage.
Tablelands agronomist Tim Heath, of
GT Ag Services, said the product’s “one
pass” application may help with block
management, especially now that the
industry has more on-farm biosecurity
requirements.
“Growers want to go into one particular block, do the work required, clean
down machinery and people, and then
move on to the next block,” he said.

Research is continuing on controlled-release insecticide granules
with trials of their use on tissue
culture plantlets.
Crop protection company Crop Care
said it was advancing more than seven
years of North Queensland farm trials
to refine the use of its imidacloprid
granules. The granules were registered in
2013 and are marketed as an alternative
to injectible pesticides.
North Queensland agricultural
consultant Harry Townley is conducting
the further research for Crop Care into
the performance of the granules, suSCon
Yellow Intel, in protecting against damage from banana weevil borer, greyback
canegrub and rust thrips.
The new trials are gathering further
information on the granules when

applied to tissue-culture plantings.
Earlier trials looked at corm plantings.
Mr Townley said development began
in response to farmer requests for canegrub control to apply at planting.
“In collaboration with Crop Care’s
R&D team, 11 replicated trials were
conducted over seven years, with each
trial continuing for at least three years to
see if suSCon technology would enable
protection of the first three banana crops
from one application at planting.
“Early trials established in 2006 in
Boogan, Upper Daradgee and East
Palmerston plantations were planted with
corm sections and three different rates of
the granules.”
Later trials in 2007, 2008 and 2009
compared the product at planting with
products that are applied via annual stem
and soil injections.

Crop Care has claimed the trials
showed success for its product in
controlling banana weevil borer and
greyback canegrubs and eliminating mite
flaring.
In areas known to have high banana
rust-thrips pressure, Mr Townley said the
trials highlighted that sole reliance on
the sustained-release granules or stem-injection products for thrips control could
still result in significant damage to fruit.
“So in situations of high rust-thrips
pressure, a control program needs to
include applications of both a soil-active
product and a protective bunch treatment during the bagging operation.”
The granules need to be applied
accurately and the company recommends
use of specially adapted application
equipment.

Don’t abuse the Privilege
Bayer has registered its new leaf
spot fungicide for bananas but says
it is concerned the product could be
over-used and meet the same fate
as fungicides from the strobilurin
group.
The new fungicide, Luna Privilege,
is a systemic fungicide from a different
chemical group, Group 7. Its use for
bananas was approved at the end of
August.
Bayer claims the product will be the
most powerful fungicide for use against
yellow Sigatoka in Australian banana
production and a great new tool for the
industry.
However, it said it was “a great concern
to Bayer CropScience that this product
may become subject to overuse and
misuse which could lead to the reduced
efficacy of the fungicide group”.
“The company believes that the strobilurin group chemistry (e.g. Flint®) was
lost to the industry prematurely because
of inappropriate use practices which
hastened the development of disease
tolerance. “
Bayer said that since the demise of
strobilurin chemistry, there had also been
considerable pressure to over-use DMI
(DeMethylation Inhibitor) fungicides,

which include the triazoles and imidazoles, in spray programs.
“This is not sustainable and it is
important that potential overuse is
corrected before the DMI group is
irreparably compromised.”
To reduce the risk of Group 7
fungicide resistance in bananas, Bayer
CropScience said growers needed to
understand the best results from Luna

Privilege would be achieved by following
guidelines.
The company said these guidelines
were “deliberately rigorous” with only
four spray applications advised over a
seven-to-eight month period. It has also
stressed the importance of good deleafing
procedures.

Bayer CropScience’s summary of
recommendations for Luna Privilege is:
 Always use with oil - a robust rate of a good quality oil (e.g. Sacoa
BioPest® at 3.5-5 L/ha).
 Never apply back-to-back (consecutive) sprays. Separate by a minimum
of three applications from alternative fungicide activity groups. There
should be at least 8-10 weeks between any two applications of Luna
Privilege.
 No-spray windows. No application of Luna Privilege or any other Group
7 fungicide between June and September (inclusive)
 Respray with the full rate of a true fungicide within 14 to 21 days of any
spray of Luna Privilege. Ensure that alternate fungicide chemistry is
applied before a generation cycle of the disease passes
 Deleafing is the basis of good banana disease management and is
critical to fungicide resistance management to reduce inoculum levels
regularly. It also ensures that Luna Privilege is not applied to heavily
diseased leaves.
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Curbing your N-thusiasm

A look at herbicides and soil biology

Losses of Nitrogen continue to be a major environmental
issue across agriculture. Can controlled-release fertilisers
help banana farmers achieve best-practice targets?
By Jeff Daniells, John Armour, Christina Mortimore and
Stewart Lindsay*

Initial research has found that some of the seven active

Targets set in the Reef Plan 2050 to
improve water quality in the Great
Barrier Reef include a cut of at least
50 per cent to dissolved nitrogen
loads in priority areas by 2018 compared with a 2009 baseline figure.
Is a reduction in nitrogen losses of this
magnitude possible for bananas in the
wet tropics?
In the last edition of Australian
Bananas (Issue 44, 2015) we looked at
the need to better manage naturally-occurring nitrogen found in the top 60
centimetres of soil in the plant crop.
Our research outlined three ways to
minimise nitrogen leaching following
planting – later applications of nitrogen
fertiliser, scheduled planting and strategies such as permanent beds.
This article looks at minimising
nitrogen losses in the ratoon crop. The
data sets from this trial into leaching
of nitrate-N and the Paddock to Reef
Program show that the required reduction in losses can be achieved in ratoons
by implementing nitrogen best management practice as we understand it.

Good alignment
Leaching of nitrate-N below the roots
was low at one to seven kilograms per
hectare annual (kg/ha/year) in the ratoon
crops.

We attribute this to good alignment of
fertiliser N and plant demand, as well
as the presumably more extensive root
system for N uptake in ratoon crops.
The moderate N targets (250 kg N/ha/
crop cycle) we set are an important component of efficient N management. The
higher N rate of 350 kg did not increase
yield and greatly increased leaching losses
to 19 kg/ha/year.
In particular, losses can be reduced by
setting a usage target of about 300kg N/
ha/year and applying nitrogen at least
every two to four weeks via fertigation.
Broadcasting at these regular intervals
on the rows (not the inter-rows) with
banana trash cover present also gave
comparable results.

Controlled-release?
At the low N application rates used
in our trial there was little evidence of a
benefit from controlled-release fertilisers
in reducing loss of N in deep drainage.
Nevertheless, these fertilisers would
have other benefits including:
 ensuring the crop receives adequate
nutrients during the extended wet
season
 having the potential to reduce the
number of actual fertiliser applications
required per year .
In relation to the first point, during the

wet season, standard forms/methods of
fertilising, such as fertigated or broadcast
fertiliser, can be very difficult to apply
on most plantations. Controlled-release
fertilisers would be applied as one
application prior to the commencement
of the wet season.
On the second point, the reduction
in applications would have the benefit
of reducing labour costs and machinery
movement and enhancing convenience.

An example of controlled-release fertiliser
products used throughout the trial is Haifa
Multicote polymer coated urea.

Future R&D
On-farm development and extension
of these and previous project findings is
required to promote industry adoption.
Further development and release of
decision-support software would help
growers to further improve nutrition
management.
Controlled release N fertilisers also
have the potential to reduce losses of
nitrous oxide (a major greenhouse gas) by
minimising denitrification – a common
occurrence in the wet season. Research is
underway at East Palmerston to measure
gaseous losses.
* Jeff Daniells is Principal Horticulturist
and Stewart Lindsay is Principal
Development Horticulturist at the
Queensland Department of Agriculture
and Fisheries; John Armour is a former
Principal Scientist and Christina Mortimor
is a scientist at Queensland’s Department of
Natural Resources and Mines.

Nitrate-N concentrations in deep drainage under different controlled release fertiliser
products and rates (kg N/ha/crop), in a second ratoon banana crop cycle, 2013/14. The
polymethylene urea was CoRoN® and the polymer coated urea was Haifa Multicote®.
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ingredients in herbicides may affect soil biology and
suppress beneficial organisms.
By Tegan Kukulies, Tony Pattison and Paul Dennis*
The Australian banana industry has
a growing focus on improving soil
biology, in order to suppress diseases and maintain productivity. In
the pursuit of improved soil health,
there is a reoccurring question
being asked by banana growers - do
herbicides affect soil biology?
Until recently, there has been very little
research conducted on herbicide use in
bananas and the impact on soil ecology
and plant productivity.
However, preliminary research
being conducted by the Queensland
Department of Agriculture and Fisheries
in partnership with the University of
Queensland to determine the potential
impacts of herbicides has found that
some of the seven active ingredients
registered for bananas (Table 1) can affect
the growth of soil organisms.
A screening experiment using a
Trichoderma viride, considered to be
‘beneficial’ fungal species capable of
suppressing soil borne diseases, found
reduced growth of the fungus when
placed on growth media containing
paraquat (e.g. Gramoxone®), diquat (e.g.
Sprayseed®) or glufosinate (Basta®); nearly
completely inhibiting the growth of the
fungi (Figure 1).
This implies that vital soil functions
such as nutrient cycling and disease
suppression may be suppressed when
herbicides are applied to the soil, even at
spot spray rates, due to the suppression
of the soil organisms that perform these
roles.

No growth impact
The second screening experiment
used bananas grown in pots and was
conducted to determine if the seven
herbicides affected the growth of plants
over a six-week period.
When the herbicides were applied
around the base of the plants at recommended rates there was no reduction in
plant growth, leaf-emergence rates or leaf
chlorophyll content.

implies that glufosinate has caused a disturbance in the soil ecosystem leading to
a bacterial-dominated biological system.

DNA sequencing
A further experiment which is
There was a minor trend for plants
currently being conducted to measure
treated with glufosinate to produce
a larger range of soil biological indifewer leaves, but overall this experiment
cators when treated with the different
showed that a single application of herbi- herbicides will use the latest molecular
cides at the recommended field rates do
technology to sequence soil DNA.
not affect the growth of banana plants.
Initial results indicate that glufosinate,
paraquat, and paraquat/diquat are
producing small changes to the soil
Nematode increase
microbial populations.
Soil nematode communities can be
Overall, the initial results indicate
used as indicator species to determine
that herbicides registered in bananas, if
shifts in the composition of feeding
applied at recommended rates, do not
groups and were used as indicators
have any harmful effects on banana plant
when the soil was treated with the seven
growth. However, long term impacts
different herbicides.
of repeated applications and indirect
The application of glufosinate
impacts to the potential disruption to the
increased the percentage of bacterial
feeding nematodes in the soil community soil ecosystem are yet to be completely
understood.
(from 39 per cent to 63 per cent), which
*Tegan Kukulies
Figure 1: Mean colony diameters (mm) of Trichoderma viride 44,
is a Development
54, 68 and 102 hours after inoculation on plates amended with
Horticulturist and
herbicides at recommended spot spray rates.
Tony Pattison
is a Principal
Nematologist with
the Queensland
Department of
Agriculture and
Fisheries and Paul
Dennis is from
the University of
Queensland.

Table 1: Details of the seven active ingredients included in the herbicide trials
Active Ingredient/s

Commercial
Examples

Weeds

Glufosinate

Basta®

Paraquat dichloride
& Diquat dibromide
Fluazifop-p
present as butyl ester

Sprayseed®

Post-emergent
(Broadleaf & grass)
Post-emergent
(Broadleaf & grass)

Fusilade®

Selective (Grass)

Pendimethalin

Stomp®

Pre-emergent
(Broadleaf & grass)

Haloxyfop

VerdictTM

Selective (Grass)

Glyphosate

Roundup®

Paraquat

Gramoxone®

Post-emergent
(Broadleaf & grass)
Post-emergent
(Broadleaf & grass)
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Frequency of Application
Commonly used
(up to 4-6 x per year)
Commonly used
(up to 8x per year)
Occasionally used
(0-1 x per year)
Commonly used at
establishment only
Occasionally used
(0-1 x per year)
Selectively used in crop
Commonly Used
(up to 8x per year)
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TULLY 47

Growers bring out the best at Tully
The Tully & District Show has had its best banana exhibit in
years with judges praising growers for their efforts at a time
when the industry is responding to the Panama Tropical Race
4 outbreak.
More than 60 bunches and 30
cartons were exhibited in what was
thought to be the best exhibit in up
to 10 years.
There was fruit from across the North
Queensland growing regions, including
the prize-winning 41kg heaviest plant
bunch from L&R Collins’ Lakeland
farm.
Winner of the champion bunch was
Jeff Dickinson from the Kennedy Valley
who was back in the winner’s circle
after recovering from damage caused by
Cyclone Ita just before last year’s show.
Jeff had the bunch earmarked as a
potential champion bunch after spotting
it while on the bagging machine.
Most successful exhibitor was Mission
Beach’s Sellars Bananas with wins for
champion carton of clusters, champion
hand and pair of hands, and champion
extra large cluster carton from the Tully
District.
There were also prize-winning exhibits
from Innisfail, including Bora Creek
for champion carton of extra large
hands, and the Tablelands, including
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the steward’s choice winner of Serra’s
Bananas who also won the heaviest
bunch prize for a 71.5kg entry.
Judges Dennis Lindsay of the
North Queensland Banana Growers
Co-operative and Greg Bradshaw of
wholesalers P W Chew & Co praised
growers for the display.
“It’s the most exhibits we’ve had for
five to ten years,” Dennis said. “It’s an
excellent display, particularly considering
TR4 and everything growers have had to
do to respond to that. It’s a credit to the
industry.”
Dennis said it had also been good to
see some first-time exhibitors.
Greg said it was pleasing to see so
many bunches with exhibits from across
growing regions and from both larger
and smaller growers and Lady Finger
growers as well as Cavendish.
“It’s good to see a bit of variety,” he
said.
The judges said fruit quality was good
although there was some evidence of
Winter chill.

Prize winners included:
J R & V Dickinson – champion
bunch, third place for most successful
exhibitor
Sellars Bananas – most successful
exhibitor, champion carton extra-large
clusters, champion cluster carton, champion hand, champion pair of hands
Flegler Group – champion plant
bunch
Di Carlos – champion pair ratoon
bunches, heaviest hand
Serra Farming – heaviest bunch, open
heaviest bunch, stewards’ choice
L& R Collins (Lakeland) – heaviest
plant bunch, open heaviest plant bunch
We-Own-A – champion pair of
plant bunches, second most successful
exhibitor
Costa Group – champion lady finger
bunch, champion 12kg lady finger
carton
Bora Creek – champion carton extralarge hands
Jason Campbell and Shirley Ryan –
champion carton large clusters
Luke McCarthy – heaviest single and
best three clusters.
Banana exhibit judges Greg Bradshaw
(left) and Dennis Lindsay praised growers
for the large number of good quality
exhibits.

Naomi Brownrigg from Sellars Bananas with Jason Campbell.
Sellars was the show’s most successful exhibitor.

Kennedy Valley grower Jeff Dickinson was back in the winner’s
circle with the Tully & District Show’s champion bunch.

Andrew Serra’s 71.5kg bunch was the
Stewards’ Choice and the show’s heaviest
bunch.
Spring 2015

Tully grower Cameron Flegler brings in a bunch for weigh-in.
Fleglers won for champion plant bunch.

L&R Collins’s 41kg bunch from their new
Lakeland farm was the heaviest plant
bunch.

Tully grower Gavin MacKay weighs in a
bunch.
Spring 2015
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Don’t let the championships pack it in
There are hopes that
Australia’s only competition
showcasing banana packing
skills will gain enough support
to return in 2016.
Innisfail’s Australian Banana Packing
Championships, held at the Innisfail
& District Show for more than 10
years, were cancelled this year after
organisers failed to gain enough
assistance to run the event.
Innisfail & District Show Chief
Banana Steward, Innisfail grower
Rob Zahra, said it was hoped the
event will return.
“A lot of people were asking ‘will it be
back next year?’,” Rob said.
“Everyone’s hoping for it to be back.
It’s a major drawcard for the show.”
Rob said the event needed a co-ordinator to plan and manage the competition.
“We’re making a call for anyone in the
banana industry or business community
to help us run the packing competition
in 2016. We need to get moving on this
sooner rather than later. Hopefully we
can get enough interest to ensure we can
run the event again.”
The Show’s banana exhibit went ahead
with Reidys Bananas winning the Dante
Celledoni Memorial Trophy after wins
for champion plant bunch, heaviest
ratoon and plant and best two plant
bunches.
Eight other growers shared in event
awards. Di Carlo Bananas had the
most outstanding exhibit with wins for
clusters, hands and singles.
Sellars Bananas won the highly
commended award for champion cluster
carton wins, for both large and extra
large bananas.
Graheme Celledoni won for champion
ratoon bunch as well as best two ratoon
bunches. Other winners included Bora
Creek (champion extra large hand
carton) Borsato Bananas (open heaviest
ratoon bunch) and the Stacey Family
Trust (champion pair of hands).
Winning Lady finger growers were
Michael Lankester (best carton, extra
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Rob Zahra, Robert Mayers, Grahame Celledoni and Shannon Paton accepting bunches at
the banana exhibit weigh-in.

Innisfail & District Show Society vice president
Greg Vuleta feeds the weigh-in crowd.

From left are Innisfail & District Show committee members Jack
Harding and Kevin Harding with Bruce Lowe from Frank Lowe and
Sons Transport.

large) and Shannon Paton (champion
bunch and 12kg carton hand pack).
Rob said the exhibits were good quality
but the number was down compared
with previous years.
This year’s show was the first requiring
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growers to follow strict Panama TR4
biosecurity measures when bringing
exhibits to the event weigh-in.
Above: Chief Banana Steward Rob Zahra
(left) with grower Leo Di Carlo and
steward Shannon Paton.

At the weigh-in on State Of Origin night are Queenslanders Luke
Horsford (left) and Allan Dotti with NSW fan, Gary Fattore of
Costa Group.

Growers Hayden Darveniza and Daniel Borsato assess the bunch
display.
Spring 2015
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Banana Race Day

Banana day packs the track

COFFS SHOW 51

Ducasse takes the Cup in Coffs

Hundreds of banana industry
supporters crowded Innisfail’s
Pease Park in August for one
of the industry’s biggest social
events of the year.

Livio and Dennis Pilati took the honours at this year’s Coffs
Harbour Agricultural Show banana exhibit as the most
successful exhibitors.

Growers, farm workers and industry
partners were all at the Australian
Banana Industry Race Day, held in
excellent conditions.
In one of the best-attended events in
years, banana industry companies sponsored a six-race card. Other attractions
including trackside marquees,fashion
parades and competitions and post-race
live music.
Lachlan Ogilvie and Amanda Della Ricca (left) with Lucinda and Marc Di Carlo.

Rosa Arcella (left) with Steve and Monique
Locastro

Joe and Angela Cristaudo (back) with
Marc Darveniza (left), Ron Davis and
Gwenneth Darveniza.

Casey and Jason Kirby.

The brothers won the Banana
Cup, awarded for the show’s best
bunch, for their Champion Bunch of
Ducasse. They also took first prize
for best Lady Finger hand and their
Blue Jade bunch was judged the
best of the novelty bunches.
Not only did the Ducasse bunch win
the Cup, it was also the variety that
impressed showgoers the most in a
three-way taste test with Lady Fingers
and Cavendish.
“An interesting result and bit surprising
for some,” said Coffs and District Banana

Growers’ Association (BGA) President
Wally Gately.
Also attracting a lot of attention at the
Show exhibit was another niche variety,
Red Dacca.
Other prize winners at the exhibit
included the Francos who took first prize
in the best Cavendish hand section. The
prize for heaviest hand of Lady Finger
bananas went to David Pike and best
Cavendish Carton, to Greg Regan.
The Coffs BGA again provided strong
support for the event, including $3,600
in prize money.

The Pilati brother’s Blue Jade bunch won
first prize for best novelty bunch.

This Red Dacca bunch was one of the nonCavendish varieties on display at Coffs.

Above – Livio Pilati and his brother,
Dennis, won the Banana Cup for best
bunch at the Coffs Show.
Right – Coffs Harbour & District Banana
Growers’ Association President Wally
Gately at the banana exhibit.

Brad Finch was one of the banana growers
cooking up the race day barbecue.

MacKays Marketing’s Julian Cook (left)
and Tully grower Cameron MacKay.

Jessica Gleissner and Nikita Schwarz.

Jessica Speziali and Hayley Jeffers.

Paul Johnston (left) with Naomi King and
Stephen Lowe.

Kate, Lisa, Sophie and Jenny Crema.
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Sol Bridger has a super time at the banana
exhibit.
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A big new shock
for banana pests
One convenient application of new Movento Energy
combines the power of two insecticides to control
banana weevil borer and rust thrips, without giving
mites a free hit. Find out more from your local agent
or Bayer CropScience representative.

bayercropscience.com.au/moventoenergy
Bayer CropScience Pty Ltd, ABN 87 000 226 022,
391– 393 Tooronga Road, Hawthorn East, Victoria 3123.
Technical Enquiries 1800 804 479. Movento® is a Registered Trademark
of the Bayer Group. BCH0743

